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I. Executive Summary

Tajikistan has undertaken numerous steps to combat Trafficking in Persons (TIP) in the last fifteen years. It has criminalized Trafficking in Persons, adopted and implemented several National Action Plans to Combat TIP focusing on prevention, protection and prosecution with partnership as a key cross-cutting principle, created an inter-ministerial commission on TIP at the national level and commissions at the local level, is cooperating with civil society organizations and international organizations at numerous levels, including victim referral for assistance, awareness raising and capacity building of practitioners.

Internal trafficking – that is domestic trafficking, carried out within a country’s borders - has so far, however, not widely been discussed or been in the focus – with the exception of the prevention of child labor and forced labor of pupils and students, the only form of internal trafficking explicitly mentioned in the National Action Plan. Thus, there is still little official data in relation to internal trafficking. So far there has been no investigation or prosecution of internal cases of trafficking – be it for sexual or for labor exploitation – under the Trafficking in Persons article, Art. 130 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Tajikistan (CC). Instead internal trafficking cases seem to be prosecuted under other criminal code provisions, such as in the case of sexual exploitation, Art. 238 CC (Involvement into Prostitution), which criminalizes involuntary, coercive prostitution, or to a lesser extent Art. 132 (Recruitment of human beings for exploitation). Internal cases of labor exploitation related to TIP do not seem to have reached the courts at all yet under the relevant articles of the Criminal Code (such as Articles. 130, 130, 132 or 153).

150 key informants from government, civil society and the international community contributed to this study in individual or group interviews/focus groups. The interviews showed that most respondents are aware that internal trafficking occurs across the country and many indicated that traffickers apply the same mechanisms of coercion and deceit as in transnational cases: fake promises (of a particular work or payment or even a relationship), deception, coercion, blackmail, threats, violence, the abuse of an individual’s vulnerable position – be it poverty, no support network, stigmatized by the community, lack of decent work opportunities. Most cases of internal trafficking shared by respondents related to women and girls sexually exploited and/or living in servitude or slavery like-conditions. Cases related to labor exploitation reported by respondents revealed that in particular in the construction and agricultural sectors workers were often hired informally, without being issued a work contract and without work accident insurance, sometimes not being paid or paid less than promised, working 10-12 hours without any days off, with daily or monthly earnings which often did not allow them to support their families and have a decent living. Sometimes, workers also received in kind items (wheat, fruits) instead of money for their work. It was the lack of decent alternative and the struggle to make a living that forced them to accept and remain in exploitative working conditions.
Victim support organizations and local authorities have tried to assist individual cases of sexual and labor exploitation that they have come in touch with to their best capacities and, at times, with exceptional commitment. Often, however, they felt they could offer little, especially the most serious and complex cases that need urgent, comprehensive and mid-to long-term support, including housing and psychological support. Respondents across professional groups highlighted the urgent need of a shelter in each regional capital for women victims (and their children) that offers short-mid and long-term safe accommodation and allows the victims to escape the exploitative situation and recover. Also access to free legal assistance and representation was highlighted as crucial both for victims and vulnerable groups to be able to claim their rights and access justice, to reduce vulnerability and deter offenders. In terms of prevention, many respondents highlighted the need for education and decent work for men and women as well as continued efforts to combat all forms of violence against and discrimination of women, including stigmatizing, blaming and shaming women, female victims and women in vulnerable situations. Finally, respondents also highlighted existing good practice across the country that can also be applied in the fight against internal trafficking, such as national and local coordination mechanisms, victim referrals between local authorities and victim support organizations, outreach work to vulnerable groups and public information campaigns, specialized female law enforcement officers, vocational training courses, educational scholarships, and business grants for vulnerable groups and victims, State grants for NGOs to help the government to provide victim support and awareness raising as well as capacity building for all involved stakeholders.
II. Introduction

Trafficking in Persons (TIP) is a global challenge, from which no country is immune. While transnational cases have been at the centre of attention of national and international stakeholders for nearly two decades, internal trafficking – also referred to as domestic trafficking – has only received attention more recently. The 2016 UNODC Global Report on Trafficking in Persons, published in December 2016, highlights that nowadays countries are clearly detecting more trafficking cases that are domestic, that is, carried out within a country’s borders.

There are a number of reports on Trafficking in Persons in Tajikistan, with some briefly making note of internal trafficking as phenomena or looking at particular sectors or groups within the country vulnerable to trafficking. The 2010 IOM study on *The Scale of Human Trafficking in Central Asia*, a study which looked at the quantitative scale of TIP, including internal trafficking in the countries in the region, estimated that around 19,000 people are trafficked within Tajikistan annually. The study also estimated that the average share of families who had relatives trying to find work in other regions of the country amounted to 16%.

This study is a qualitative research, a first in-depth analysis of internal trafficking in the country from a comprehensive perspective that aims at facilitating a better understanding of the nature of the phenomenon in the country, with particular focus on assistance and protection needs of victims and vulnerable groups. The researchers collected qualitative – and to the extent possible also quantitative – information on cases, actors, resources, mechanisms, knowledge, attitudes, vulnerabilities and needs.

---

The study engaged a wide range of stakeholders in the data collection: 150 interlocutors from government, civil society and the community as well as international organizations were interviewed for the research.

The study examines laws, statistics, cases, contextual issues as well as good practice and challenges to address internal trafficking and includes recommendations for further action for all stakeholders. It is hoped that this analysis, findings and recommendations will facilitate a comprehensive understanding of internal trafficking and related vulnerabilities, underlying dynamics and contexts as well as help reflect on and strengthen resources and tools needed to address and prevent the phenomena.

IOM and the researcher would like to thank all interlocutors for sharing their experience, expertise, insight and time. Without their contribution and commitment to the topic and to working to improve people’s lives, this study would not have been possible.

III. Research Methodology

The research for this study was conducted between June and August 2017. As part of the research, 150 stakeholders were interviewed – practitioners and experts from government and civil society, workers/migrants/women from communities across the country and representatives of international organizations working in Tajikistan.

The field research included the capital Dushanbe and travels to all four regions in the country, Gorno-Badakhsan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO), Khatlon, Sughd and the Districts of Republical Subordination (RRS).

Meetings either took the form of individual interviews, group interviews or focus group meetings. A framework of questions for interviews was adapted to each stakeholder group as well as to the expertise/function of the respective respondent/s and served as guidance for the semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions. In addition, questionnaires were developed for interviews with workers in sectors prone to exploitation. Informed consent and confidentiality were agreed at the outset for all interviewees.

An extensive desk review, including laws, policy documents, statistical information, case summaries, project reports, research papers and media articles complemented the field research. Data were triangulated through cross analysis of interview reports, findings from the desk review and direct observations during the field travel. A validation workshop, held on 29 August 2017 in Dushanbe, which brought together over 50 key stakeholders from government, civil society and the international community allowed to conclude data collection, verify the findings and discuss the reports’ recommendations in a participatory manner.
IV. Definitions, context and frameworks

i. International and regional


"(a) Trafficking in persons shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.

(b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used;

(c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered "trafficking in persons" even if this does not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article;

(d) "Child" shall mean any person under eighteen years of age."

This definition includes all forms of Trafficking in Persons, transnational and national, connected to organized crime or not. As UNODC clarifies in it’s Model Law on Trafficking in Persons a transnational nature or involvement of an organized criminal group are not required elements of the definition of the offence (see Palermo Protocol Art. 3 and Art. 5, para 1). UNODC emphasizes that "national laws should establish trafficking in persons as a criminal offence, independently of the transnational nature or the involvement of an organized criminal group (see the Convention, article 34)." 5

Internal trafficking is also covered by key regional standards on Trafficking in Persons, such as the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking Human Beings

5 The Model Law does not distinguish between provisions that require these elements and provisions that do not, in order to ensure equal treatment by national authorities of all cases of trafficking in persons within their territory. See UNODC, Model Law against Trafficking in Persons, Art. 4, p. 8 (Vienna, 2009). Available from www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/UNODC_Model_Law_on_Trafficking_in_Persons.pdf.
(thereinafter Trafficking Convention) adopted in 2005: Article 2 expressly notes that the Convention shall apply to all forms of trafficking in human beings, whether national or transnational, whether or not connected with organized crime. The Trafficking Convention is considered the most comprehensive legal agreement on TIP, and it is open for accession by non-member States of the Council of Europe - Belarus, for example, ratified it in 2013. In terms of political commitments relevant to Tajikistan, the OSCE Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings is based on the Palermo Protocol definition of Trafficking in Persons and inclusive of all forms of trafficking, including internal trafficking.

The 2016 Global Report on Trafficking in Persons – issued by UNODC, the guardian of UNTOC and the Palermo Protocol - emphasizes that the Palermo Protocol does not require any movement or cross-border movement of victims in its definition of the trafficking crime and summarizes the particular context in which internal trafficking occurs as the following: "[..] A person does not need to cross an international border; on the contrary, victims may be exploited in their home community and still be considered victims of trafficking in persons. That said, many cases of domestic trafficking involve victims who have been moved from poorer areas of the country to richer areas, from rural zones to cities or tourist centres, or from villages to industrial or economic hubs. [...] There are also cases in which the recruitment and exploitation take place in the same location. For instance, victims may be recruited in a suburb to be exploited for street begging in the same city, or girls may be recruited in school for prostitution just around the corner. [...] As the cases show, most traffickers leverage an element of vulnerability to attract victims. This is often the socio-economic condition victims live in and their hope for a better situation. Most of the time, the better opportunities happen to be located somewhere other than the victims’ home."

Lack of availability and access to resources and opportunities in relation to education, decent work, housing and livelihood in general, exposure to violence, discrimination and social marginalization, lack of rule of law and and no access to rights and an ineffective justice system are all factors that make people vulnerable to abuse and exploitation – the essence of Trafficking in Persons – and constitute the context and framework that needs to be considered and addressed in the fight against trafficking. This is true for transnational trafficking and internal trafficking. It is often the same mechanisms – deception, psychological or physical violence, abuse of vulnerability – that are used in transnational and internal cases, often it is the same vulnerable groups and

---

7 For the updated list of signatories and ratifications see www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/197 (accessed on 3 August 2017).
sometimes even the same people who find themselves exploited and vulnerable to trafficking first abroad and then internally or vice versa.10

Also, victims of trafficking (internal and transnational) often find themselves in violation of administrative or criminal law regulations as a consequence of being trafficked – be it illegal border crossing, the lack of a residence title (‘propiska’), violations of labor, health or tax regulations, involved in activities that are illegal (prostitution, drugs, theft, etc.). Grey areas of the economy are particularly attractive for traffickers as those exploited are even more vulnerable and less likely to ask for assistance and to be assisted as investigations often focus on these minor offences in which individuals find themselves visible caught up rather than the exploitation and violence that is hidden. As a result they fear - sometimes also based on threats made by their traffickers to hand them over to police - punishment (fines, arrest or deportation) rather than trust the authorities to identify and assist them as victims of a crime.

States have recognized in various international and regional policy frameworks that TIP – like other phenomena which attack the core human values, such as domestic violence or sexual abuse - is a phenomenon that needs cross-sectoral and multi-agency responses across key sectors of society: social protection, decent work, justice, education and livelihood. This holistic approach is most recently reflected in the framework of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that member states of the United Nations have set themselves, with three SDGs making explicit reference to TIP: 5 (Gender equality), 8 (Decent work and economic growth) and 16 (Peace, justice and strong institutions).11

II. NATIONAL12

The Republic of Tajikistan has undertaken numerous steps in the fight against Trafficking in Persons over the last two decades. In 2003 it introduced the offence of Trafficking in Persons for the first time into the Criminal Code, in 2004 it adopted its first Anti-Trafficking Law and in 2006 its First Comprehensive Programme on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings (2006-2010).

Internal trafficking as such is not explicitly mentioned as phenomenon or term in national laws or policy documents. It is, however, covered by the legal and policy documents in force. The 2014 Anti-Trafficking Law makes an indirect reference to it by stating: „State policy in the sphere of counteracting trafficking in persons is developed with reference to the internal and international situation around trafficking in per-

---

10 See IOM, Migrant Vulnerabilities and integration needs in Central Asia. See also interviews with respondents. 
12 Unless otherwise indicated, all translations of national legal provisions and policy documents included in this study were done by independent, freelance translators and are unofficial translations.
sons, as well as the current state, overall tendencies, and forecasts for the further de-
veloping of this particular type of crime“ (Art. 4, 1.). The national policy documents al-
so make it clear that the state commits to combat all types of trafficking in persons comprehensive – in terms of criminalization and punishment of offenders, preven-
tion and victim support. The only specific form of internal trafficking explicitly men-
tioned in national policy documents so far is forced labor of pupils and students in the
context of the agricultural sector of the country. 

As noted above, internal Trafficking in Persons is covered by Tajikistan’s Criminal Code
provision on Trafficking in Persons, Art. 130 – the transnational nature of a TIP case
constitutes an aggravating circumstance:

Article 130

1) Trafficking in persons constitutes acts enacted with the goal of ex-
ploration (exploitation in the form of prostitution or other forms of
sexual exploitation, forced labor or the forced provision of services,
slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude, or the removal of or-
gans or human tissues), including recruiting, moving, transferring,
hiding, or receiving individuals through the use of threats of violence
or its implementation, or through other forms of coercion, abduc-
tion, fraud, deceit, the misuse of power or an individual’s vulnerable
state – or by way of bribing through the provision of payment or oth-
er value to receive the agreement of the individual in control of an-
other person. This act is punishable by incarceration for a period of
five to eight years (Law No. 339, 05.01.2008).

2) Acts covered by the first point of the current Article, if committed:

a. By a group of individuals according to a prior agreement;
b. In relation to two or more individuals;
c. With the use violence or its threat;
d. With the aim of removing and trafficking the organs or other
human tissues for the purposes of transplantation;
e. By a government official or representative through the use of
his or her official position, or by another individual who is fulfilling
managerial functions in a commercial or other organization;
f. With the movement of the victim across the international bor-
der of the Republic of Tajikistan;

13 See, for example, 2014 Anti-Trafficking Law, Section 2, Article 5, paragraph 2.
No. 11.
15 The translation of this CC article – like all translation in this study unless otherwise noted - is unofficial and was
made available by the IOM Mission in Tajikistan.
Are then punishable by incarceration for a period of eight to twelve years (Law No. 965, 13.06.13)

3) If acts covered by points one and two of the current Article are also:
   a. The cause of the death of the victim of trafficking in persons or the cause of other felony crimes or major consequences; b. Committed by an organized group; c. Committed by a particularly dangerous repeat offender; They are then punishable by incarceration for a period of twelve to twenty years.

The Criminal Code also includes a provision entitled Trafficking in Children, Art. 167, which also covers internal cases; the transnational nature of a case again constitutes an aggravating circumstance.

Article 167. Trafficking in Children

1) Trafficking in underage individuals constitutes the purchase or sale of individuals clearly under the age of majority irrespective of the methods and form of coercion involved, and is punishable by incarceration for a period of five to eight years (Law No. 965, 13.06.2013).

2) If acts covered by point one of the current Article are also committed:
   a. Repeatedly;
   b. By a group of individuals according to a prior agreement;
   c. In relation to two or more underage individuals;
   d. With the use of violence or the threat of violence
   e. With the aim of removing the organs or other human tissues for the purposes of transplantation;
   f. By a government official or representative through the use of his or her official position, or by another individual who is fulfilling managerial functions in a commercial or other organization;
   g. With the movement of the victim across the international border of the Republic of Tajikistan;

   They are then punishable by incarceration for a period of eight to twelve years (Law No. 965, 13.06.2013).

3) If acts covered by points one and two of the current Article are also: a. The cause of the death of an underage victim of trafficking in persons or the cause of other felony crimes or major consequences; b. Committed by an organized group;
c. Committed by a particularly dangerous repeat offender; Then they are punishable by incarceration for a period of twelve to fifteen years (Law No. 965, 13.06.2013).

Art. 167 CC can, however not be seen as a full child trafficking provision as it does not cover all the acts of the Palermo Protocol definition - it only includes the ‘purchase or sale’ as an act, and it does not include the element of exploitation as purpose. It has been noted before in other research that the criminal code should be amended to ensure that child trafficking is adequately criminalized – either by amending Art. 130\(^1\) or by amending Art. 167 CC accordingly (see above).

Relevant in the context of child trafficking is also Art. 166 CC (Recruitment of underage individuals into committing antisocial deeds)\(^1\), which amongst others foresees punishment if an adult recruits a minor into prostitution (or begging or drug taking, for example). The punishment for this criminal offense – which in fact can amount to trafficking for sexual exploitation or forced begging - ranges from correction work up to one year to imprisonment up to five years and thus is significantly lower than in Art. 130\(^1\). In addition, Art. 464 of the Administrative Code\(^1\) includes again a similar offence – also entitled Recruitment of underage individuals into antisocial deeds, but without use of force or threat of it as an aggravating circumstance – with only a penalty as punishment.

The Tajik Criminal Code also includes several other articles, which can be relevant to internal trafficking cases, in particular: Art. 130\(^2\) (The use of slave labor), Art. 132 (The recruitment of human beings for exploitation) and Art. 238 (Involvement into prostitution). The section on Investigation and Prosecution in chapter IV of this study will look at how the individual criminal code articles and other legal provisions are being used to punish and deter traffickers in internal cases.

---

\(^1\) Palermo Protocol legislates that in the case of child trafficking the offence is completed also without the use of any of the means established in subparagraph (a). See Art. 3(c) of the Palermo Protocol.

\(^2\) Art. 166 CC reads 1) Recruitment of underage individuals into consuming alcohol drinks, regular consumption of non-medical highly effective substances and other intoxicating substances, or prostitution, vagrancy, begging committed by a person, whose age reached eighteen years old, - punishable through correctional works for the period of up to one year or incarceration for two years. 2) If this act is committed by parents, teacher or another person legally entrusted with the responsibility of educating the underage individuals, - punishable through incarceration for three years with deprivation from the right to occupy certain positions or engagement with certain activities for up to three years or without it. 3) Acts foreseen by the first and second parts of this article, if: a) committed against two or more underage individuals; b) committed with violence or threat of using it, c) committed repeatedly, - punishable through incarceration for up to five years with deprivation from the right to occupy certain positions or engagement with certain activities from two to five years or without it.

\(^3\) Art. 464 Administrative Code reads: 1. For the recruitment of underage individuals by parent or other persons into begging, prostitution, consumption of substances or items not considered as narcotics or psychotropic substances, but could adversely impact their apprehension abilities, while no sign of crime is available, - punishable through applying penalty from two to three account indicators. 2. For leading the underage individuals into drunken condition while no sign of crime is available - punishable through applying penalty from five to seven account indicators. 3. For selling alcohol drinks to underage individuals, punishable through applying penalty from five to ten account indicators. (Criminal Code of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 29.12.10 №650)
V. Research findings

i. Awareness and understanding

The interviews show that there is awareness among national stakeholders across the country – government, civil society and the community - that exploitation and trafficking also happen internally, within the country, and an understanding of the mechanisms exploiters use, which sectors are more prone to exploitation and what makes persons and particular groups more vulnerable to exploitation.

“There is trafficking in persons also inside the country. Especially since the economic crisis many men go from one place or region to another to work and sometimes do not receive their salary. Or women get into sexual exploitation. [...] Those who exploit them treat them as not humans, slaves.’ (Interviewee)

Numerous stakeholders, however, pointed out that the terminology ‘trafficking in persons’ so far has rarely been used in Tajikistan for internal cases. Most stakeholders described internal trafficking scenarios rather using the language of labor exploitation/forced labor and sexual exploitation or phrased them in more general terms as violence and abuse. This is, in part, a reflection of the fact that policy documents, training seminars and tools, awareness raising campaigns, the media and also identification, assistance, prosecution and prevention efforts in Tajikistan have so far focused on transnational cases of trafficking. Thus, TIP is by many still equaled to transnational trafficking or exploitation of Tajik migrant workers abroad as the most identified and known form of the phenomena in Tajikistan to date.

The interviews revealed that many stakeholders interviewed – government, civil society and community members – have directly or indirectly come in touch with situations of internal trafficking. Many stakeholders also showed familiarity with vulnerable groups and victims in their area of responsibility and highlighted individual situations and cases related to labor or sexual exploitation they had encountered. Only few stakeholders were not familiar with internal trafficking cases and scenarios. Even those stakeholders that had not yet come across internal trafficking cases acknowledged the importance to explore the issue and to need to raise awareness about, address and prevent internal trafficking.

Several factors creating vulnerability to exploitation and internal trafficking were highlighted by respondents: the closure of factories that in the past had provided employment to large parts of the population, which affected men and women; the forced return of many labor migrants from Russia (re-entry ban) and the need of these returned workers to earn a living in the country combined with absence of sufficient regular and decent work opportunities at the local labor market; widespread lack of effective access to education, vocational training and good employment/work for women and girls, in particular in the regions; lack of women’s effective access to resources (education, work, housing, inheritance) and their widespread dependance on husbands and/or other family members and others outside the family for access to basic life resources.
**ii. Cases: characteristics, dynamics, vulnerabilities.**

The research also examined what type of cases of internal trafficking scenarios interlocutors had come across and which sectors and groups/persons were mostly affected or considered most vulnerable and why. As noted earlier, desk review and interviews showed that the dynamics and purposes identified in internal cases are similar to those already known from transnational cases. Several interlocutors highlighted that many of the identified victims of transnational trafficking, in particular for sexual exploitation, had been trafficking and exploited also internally, within Tajikistan, before being trafficked abroad.

The research found no particularities specific to only one region or area, cases for sexual and labour exploitation where reported across all regions and reported cases showed similarities in their dynamics – with the exception of the fact that certain sectors are more predominant in some regions than in others and/or differently organized in different regions/areas/cities.19

The most frequent mechanisms or ‘means used’ mentioned by respondents, include:

- fake promises of a certain work, a certain pay or a relationship (deceit/fraud);
- physical, sexual and/or psychological coercion: beatings, being drugged, rape, restriction of freedom of movement, threats, blackmail/“shantazh”, stigmatization/shaming, no freedom to make decisions him/herself or to say no;
- abuse of power or position of vulnerability: no or insufficient means of subsistence, no home/place to live, no family or no supportive family, working in the informal/unregulated economy, abusive family members, no legal/registry documents or written work contract, low education and/or no job opportunities, no alternatives, previous experience of violence/abuse, no effective access to support, rights and justice, discriminated group in society.

The most severe cases of trafficking mentioned by respondents were related to trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation of women and girls in prostitution, including cases where acquaintances or relatives had abused their trust and offered them work or they had been promised and lured into a relationship (‘loverboy syndrome’), cases of domestic servitude whereby women ended up being abused and treated as slaves by their husbands, in-laws or other household members; young girls or women without family support in need of income and a place to stay (for them and their children) with no access to housing, social support, education, decent work who are lured or forced into relationships with abusive men that promise a roof over the head and food; women and girls forced into prostitution as the only survival mechanism. In terms of male victims, the reported cases are mainly related to agricultural

---

19 For example, in areas with high agricultural activities more cases of labour exploitation in the agricultural sector were reported. Also, it was reported that, for example, prostitution is organized differently in different regions or in big/small town/the country side.
work, work in construction or day laborers at markets (‘mardikor’). However, also a few cases of men and boys sexually exploited or lured/forced into prostitution were reported, including cases of men lured into sexual relationships with other men and forced to remain in prostitution through blackmail.

The single most vulnerable group highlighted by respondents were women, in particular women stigmatized by the society for one or the other reason: women with their husband absent (wives of labor migrants, second wife), being abroad or unmarried; girls whose family members had left or died; girls from abusive families.

‘The problem is that there is no regular work. I don’t get any support. Sometimes the places where we work don’t give us money for our work but kick us out or pay less money than promised. I went to the Center for Employment for assistance in finding a job, but they said they don’t have work. I would like to continue my education or get a specialization to find a job. I would love to work as a hairdresser in a beauty salon.” (Interviewee, 27 year old woman, widowed).

What clearly came out from the interviews was that one factor that makes women and girls very vulnerable to sexual exploitation and abuse is that generally the society in Tajikistan still stigmatizes victims of sexual violence while the perpetrators, men, often are neither punished nor morally held responsible for their wrongdoing. Society attaches the blame and stigma rather to the women and girls who suffered abuse (‘woman of light character’) than to those who commit it. The whole discourse around sexuality and sexual violence is highly gendered and contributes to violence and discrimination against women. This is also reflected in how prostitution is regulated and dealt with in the country. The gendered taboos and stigma surrounding both issues, in practice help offenders to continue perpetrating violence and abuse without impunity and contribute to the fact that victims and their families often don’t want to report abuse to the authorities. Increasing, on one side, vulnerability and allowing impunity on the other contributes to abuse and also trafficking.

As part of the field research also 59 Tajik citizens across the country - from early 20s to late 50s, mostly men, but also several women - working in sectors vulnerable to exploitation, such as construction, agriculture, in private homes or at the bazaar were interviewed and asked about their working and living conditions and experiences in relation to exploitation in particular.

The following key findings highlight numerous issues that are relevant to protection, prosecution and prevention measures in relation to internal trafficking:

- Only a handful of workers ever had a written work contract or longer-term employment in their lives.

- None ever had a work accident insurance and only few would got paid if sick or injured.
Most worked more than eight hours a day, with many 10-12 hours, or from early morning to sunset with often no holidays when working (only off when without left without work/in search of work) or only on public holidays.

Nearly all noted that what they earned was not able to have a decent life and support their family. Income was as little as 15 TJS to 80 TJS per day, with most having a monthly income between 600 and 1800 TJS per months (with a few earning less and a few more than that), but only but a handful noting that their current income was by far not sufficient to cover the basic costs of living and support a family. Most stated the payment they received for their work was not fair, but acknowledged they had no choice but to accept the conditions the employer sets as there were no opportunities for better work.

A couple of interviewees had or had had an employment in a public institution, but noted that their salary as teacher or cleaner was not sufficient to cover the basic living costs.

Most thought that asking their employer for an increase in payment or for improving the work conditions would not lead to any improvement but more likely result in no or negative consequence, such as a violent reaction, being fired and remaining without work.

Nearly one third reported having not having been paid the amount promised or not being paid at all for the work done, having been otherwise deceived about the working conditions (amount of work, food provided or not) and/or having suffered psychological and/or physical abuse and violence from employers.

Several shared particular situations of abuse, violence and exploitation (see case summaries earlier).

Several also reported knowing about cases of non-payment and other exploitation and/or violence and abuse by employers (physical or psychological);

A few also said they had experienced violence, but did not want to talk about it.

Most said they did not know what to do or/and which state/government institutions or civil society organization to contact for assistance in case they experienced abuse, violence and exploitation at work. Several said they would contact the police or NGOs, few the Center for Employment, local government (Hoximat, Committee on Women’s Affairs) or the Prosecutor’s Office.

In relation to improvements at the work place, the most wishes mostly expressed included: more work opportunities, in particular longer-term/permanent, a fair/good salary, better safety and health measures at work (such as shower facility, provision of a meal during long working days) at work, ensure that employers are responsible and treat workers humanly, government investment into creating work places and increasing job security for the population (production facilities, factories, industry).
The following cases, collected through the research, exemplify some of the dynamics and scenarios in which exploitation and trafficking occurs in the country and can help raise awareness about and develop legal, policy and practical measures to address the phenomena.

**Case 1**

A young man, A. (21), abused the trust and mental vulnerability of B. (13), a young girl who knew him as a neighbor and distant relative (from the in-laws side), raped her and sold her to other young men from the community and neighboring areas with the words ‘You can practice on her’. A. would sometimes give B. ice-cream or pocket money. The young girl understood that she was being abused, but felt helpless and not able to stop the abuse and violence. Many people in the community knew about this case. B.’s mother learned about the violence and exploitation when her daughter disappeared for several days and she asked an NGO for help in finding her. Both mother and daughter were afraid to bring the case to court as the perpetrator was a relative and they feared negative consequences for themselves. Out of fear her husband would throw her and her children out of the house and they would become destitute, B.’s mother also did not tell her husband, B’s stepfather, about the violence B. suffered.

B. has received support by an NGO who identified her needs and provided her with medical and psychological assistance, vocational training and assistance in dealing with administrative issues (ID documents, disability certificate). A. left the village.

**Case 2**

A young male student, S., arranged for sex with a minor girl, R., through a pimp. The agreed payment to be given to R. was around 20 TJS. When he refused to pay R. after the sex, she took his mobile phone and left.

S., represented by a lawyer, filed a case against her for robbery, the first instance court convicted R. to three years imprisonment for robbery. S. had had no lawyer until then. A lawyer representing R. challenged the decision of the first instance court and filed a case against S. on sexual exploitation of a minor. The court cancelled the 1st instance decision against R. and sentenced S. to the payment of a fine under Art. 141 CC (Sex and other acts of sexual nature with an individual under the age of 16). An NGO helped the victim to complete mandatory school and start vocational education.

**Case 3**

R. organized a brothel with women and girls. Amongst others, R. abused the position of vulnerability of M., who was economically dependent on her and forced M. into prostitution. R. was prosecuted under Art. 238 and Art. 239 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Tajikistan and given a two-year prison sentence.
Case 4
L., a young woman, moved from the countryside to the city and started working at the bazaar for a man named R. He sexually exploited her and then he introduced her to F., an old man, who offered her to work for him and stay at his house, but then did not pay her and also sexually exploited her. F.’s children were also also beating her.

Case 5
X. forced B. into prostitution using blackmail and threatening to distribute ‘disgraceful’ information about her. X. was prosecuted under Art. 238 of the Criminal Code and sentenced to pay a fine of 520 account indicators.

Case 6
One day, L. and his friend were approached by two men promising them money and clothes. L. and his friend were taken by men to another region and disappeared for two weeks when they were 12 years old. There they were sexually abused and exploited by wealthy men. When they returned to their home town, L. did not talk for some time after his return as he was traumatized. Medical examinations also showed that the two boys had lots of anal injuries due to the sexual violence suffered. L.’s mother is homeless, she raised her three children by herself, begging and doing chores at the bazaar.

Case 7
B., a middle aged married man with five children, has been working as ‘mardikor’, day laborer, in construction for many years. He and other 35-40 workers were hired for one big project, the construction of a stadium. The recruiter promised the workers 500 TJS per month. He did not provide the workers with a written contract, only an oral agreement was made. Time passed, the workers worked for three months, from 8 am to 8 pm, seven days a week, with only one meal provided per day. The stadium was finalized, the employer (‘brigadier’) had kept promising to pay the workers, but never did, even after the workers had complaint to them and demanded their pay. B. had encountered such cases before in Russia. The workers contacted an NGO for help which they knew from counselling on re-entry bans. The NGO demanded the payment of the promised salaries from the employer. Thanks to the negotiations led by the NGO, the employer finally paid all outstanding salaries (1500 TJS per worker).

Case 8
L. is a 47 year old man, who originally worked as a primary school teacher in his home town and later as a construction worker in Russia. He left Russia as he was exploited and not paid by the employers there. Since then he works as a ‘mardikor’ in Tajikistan,
harvesting wheat. For a week’s work he will receive around 50-60 TJS from the private company owner and a meal per day. The employer does not pay for medical treatment in case of work accidents. L. says that he and his colleagues in the field would work for whatever they get as there is no fair alternative. Sometimes they get only paid in wheat and from the wheat they get they would make flour in the village mill. L. adds: “My sister’s husband died in Russia, and my sister and her two small children stay with me too. We fought for alimony for the children, but it is very little, 100 TJS.”

Case 9

When R. was 10 years old, her mother was left without husband and her and her two brothers without father. Her brothers went to live with their father’s family, she stayed with her mother, her grandmother from the mother’s side and her mother’s brother and his family. There were often arguments with the wife of her mother’s brother who claim that this was their house. Therefore her mother was married off soon again – to an older man. Her stepfather started abusing her when she was 13 years old. When R. told her mom about the abuse, she would not believe her, but blamed her for provoking her step-father and was only worried that they would end up without home again. When R. was 18, her mom got pregnant again and R. was forced to marry a distant relative or otherwise leave the family and house. R. decided for the latter and moved to the regional center on her own. There she met a girl who let her live with her and invited to work in a cafeteria with her. When she was working at the cafeteria she met a man, M., who started to court her and promised to marry her. She moved in with him. One day he asked R. to let him show her something special. He injected her drugs and started to also abuse her sexually. M. forced her into prostitution with other men in his apartment. It turned out that M. was a drug dealer. R. was only given one dose per day, and this was what she lived for. She escaped several times, but whenever she escaped, M. called the police. They would look for her, make raids, beat her and bring her back to M. who would ask her: ‘What is better, being beaten up or staying with me, sleep with 5-6 guys a day and get your dose?’ One day, M. died of an overdose and she managed to escape. A ‘Mama Rosa’ contacted her and offered her accommodation and food in exchange for working as prostitute without being paid. For R. this already was an improvement. But clients would get very violent, hitting her not stop and being continuously violent even when she asked to stop. The Mama Rosa would not help her. She would blackmail her, saying ‘You have no papers, you are a drug addict, your mom does not know where you are. I can kill you tomorrow.’ A couple of times, R. approached the police, but they beat her up, blaming and shaming her ‘Look at you, you are a drug addict, you deserve this.’ She now completely distrusts the police and has given up on herself. R. sees no other option than to remain at Mama Rosa’s place. She hopes that one day an overdose will end it all.
Case 10
S., a female university student, was lured by an acquaintance to come with her to a village celebration. During the travel, the acquaintance drugged her which made her pass out. S. fled. When she returned home, she was shaming and blamed for her ‘indecent, easy behaviour’ by parts of the local community and excluded from some activities. S. is afraid to talk with the police about the details of what happened to her.

Case 11
N., a 20 years old student, befriended a 16 year old girl, B., courted her and promised to marry her. One day, he asked her to come with him to his student dormitory. There, he drugged and raped her. B. ran away and told her mother who filed a court case with the help of an NGO lawyer. N. was sentenced under Art. 121 CC. The judge gave N. a conditional sentence under the condition he would marry B. when she reaches 18 years of age, which he had promised at the hearing. N. has not respected the conditions of the court judgement, he has not married B., he is still free and is now blaming and shaming B.

Case 12
F., a young woman whose husband had died, works in other people’s home (such as carpet washing, gardening, cooking) to make a living. For a day’s work she gets 20-25 TJS. Sometimes she is paid in kind with food products. Her monthly income is between 100 and 200 TJS. She experienced deception and psychological violence by an employer once she was offered work in the house of a wealthy family, as house help (cooking, waitress) during a wedding, but in the end she was given only a pack of dry bread. She does not have her own place to live. After her husband died, she returned back to her parent’s house and has been living with her mum and her five brothers since. She feels pressure to start a new family, but is afraid nobody will marry her because she is poor. She would like to continue her education and get a more permanent job, but can’t afford to pay for school/vocational training. She contacted the Center for Employment to find work, but they said they cannot help her.

Case 13
R., a 58 year old woman, whose husband died, has five children, the oldest of which is a labor migrant abroad. Since her husband’s death nearly 30 years ago, she had to take care of her five children by herself. Her children and she were kicked out of her husband’s home by his family. She was left without a home and had to move back to her parents’ house where she has lived since. After her husband’s death, she has been working as a day laborer at the bazaar, doing various chores for businessmen. For a 9-10 hours working day, she would sometimes get 20-30 TJS and sometimes food prod-
ucts (such as wheat, potato, onion) or clothes for the children. Per month, generally she has managed to make 300-350 TJS. She has experienced violence and abuse, including not receiving any payment for her work by some business people. She would like to have a decent income and be able to support her children with their education.

Case 14

S., a 37 year old man, married with three children works as a day laborer, mainly at the bazaar or in agricultural fields. For a 9-10 hours a day of work he can get up to 50 TJS, but he does not find work every day. He lives with his family in a rental apartment, which costs 150 TJS per month. He is not able to financially support family. He experienced threats and violence from employers and group leaders. Sometimes he has not been paid for the work he did. He says: ‘I have heard about trafficking in persons and forced labor from newspapers and TV. Inside the country it’s people like me.’

Case 15

N. is a 25 year old woman, divorced and with one baby daughter. Before marriage she studied at university (finished 2nd year), but after she got married her parents-in-law would not allow her to continue her studies. She faced violence at her husband’s home. Her sister-in-law would make fun of her, abuse and even beat her. She decided to flee this abuse and ran away with her baby daughter. She now lives again with parents, in total there are ten people at the family home. She tries to earn a living. First she worked in a cafeteria as dishwasher and earned 25-30 TJS every day, per month around 800-900 TJS, but then the cafeteria closed and she lost her job. She experienced psychological violence at work. When she worked at the cafeteria, the owner wouldn’t let the workers take a break the whole day and they had to stay on their legs from morning until the end of the work. Since the cafeteria closed she started working in other people’s homes (washing, house work) whenever there is an opportunity. Sometimes she gets 25-30 TJS per day, sometimes food products. All the money she earns, she spends on her child. With the help of an NGO and their lawyer, she was able to receive alimony for her child. She would like to continue her education, graduate, find a good job and to raise her daughter well. But for this, she would need support or work that provides her with a monthly income of 1500 TJS so that she could save money and return to university.

Case 16

M., a 37 year old man, married with two children, tries to earn money as a handyman coming to the bazaar every day. Before he worked in the cotton fields in this village and was paid only 15-25 TJS for 15-16 hours of hard work in the field. Now that he goes for work to the city’s bazaar, he can get from 35-50 TJS for one day of work. If he finds work every day, he might be able to earn 1000 TJS in one month. Every morn-
ing he walks six kilometres to the city and after work, when he has some money, he returns by taxi (which costs him six TJS). He lives with his wife, his children, his parents and his two brothers (one is currently doing military service, the other going to college). He thinks that a monthly salary of 2000-2500 TJS would allow him to provide for his family and send his children to school. It happened that he agreed with his employer for a certain amount, but in the evening he would not get paid the amount promised. He does not think he can do anything an employer who does not pay him or less than promised or is violent. He also does not think any state institution or NGO would be able to help in such case. When he was a migrant worker in Russia, he once asked his employer for his salary as his child was sick and he needed money for medical treatment. In response the employer took him to the police.

Case 17

L., a 52 year old man, married with four children

I graduated from a technical college, and during the Soviet time I worked as a seller in a shop, I was able to lead a normal life. I worked in Russia for several years, but when I went to the hospital to get a medical check up, I was reported to the police and deported. Since then I have not had a constant job. I am going to the handyman bazaar every day and looking for work. If I find work, which is not very likely as there are many people like me looking for work, I get between 30-50 TJS for a 9-10 hour working day. If I am lucky and find work every day, I can make 1000 TJS per month. If I can’t find work, I help unloading and selling potatoes or watermelons. For this work I get four kg of potatoes and two watermelons, and I sell the watermelon for 4 TJS, buy some bread with that money and go home to my family. If someone does not pay me or is violent towards me, there is nothing I can do. I am unemployed and would do any work for any money. Sometimes we get hired as a group for cutting wheat but in the end of the day we get a bag of wheat instead of the promised money. And this is not fair to us and our work. If we say this to the employer, he says either you want to take this or you won’t get even anything. I am registered with the city hall, I am registered with the Center for Employment, but I never received anything. I live with my wife and children. My eldest daughter is divorced and also lives with her two children in my house. ’

Case 18

R., 54 year old man, married with three children.

I specialized as gas worker in the Soviet Professional Technical college, but since the civil war I have been unemployed. I go to the handyman bazaar every day to find work. I have to accept any work as my wife is sick and we took a loan from the bank and are paying interests now. For plumbing work in people’s houses, which I currently mainly do, I get 60-70 TJS. If I find work every day, I can earn 1300 TJS in one month. If I was able to make 2500 TJS per month, I could support my family, send the children
to school and pay back the bank loan. Sometimes by the end of the day the customer pays very little and less than agreed. I feel I cannot do anything and leave silently, as we don’t have a written agreement. I also feel I cannot report to anyone because I only have an oral agreement. But I feel it’s a violation of my rights. I have seen reports on TV about human trafficking about kidnapping children and women, but human trafficking is also that we don’t always get paid for our work. I often go to job fairs to get a job in my specialization, gas work, but so far without success.

Case 19
J., 58 year old man, married with two children.

‘I finished secondary education. For the last twenty years I have been a bazaar boy (‘arobakash’), carrying products for people in my cart (‘aroba’). I rent the cart from the owner of all carts at the bazaar. He gets 10 TJS a day for the cart from each of us and the rest, around 40TJS, is ours. On holidays I can make up to 100 TJS a day. If I work every day, all day, I can get around 1200 TJS per month. Sometimes the customers, for whom I carry the products, pay very little, 3-5 TJS. It happened that you are carrying a big package of products across the whole city and a client only pays 5 TJS. But if I complain, the Aroba owner will take away my cart and not rent it to me anymore. I live with my wife, daughter and three grand children. If I received a good pension, at least 500 TJS per month, this would also help.’

Case 20
S., a 45 year old man, married with three children:

‘I graduated from the polytechnic college as a car fitter. But I have been working as a builder. I used to be an external migrant, now I am an internal migrant. Sometimes my colleagues and I look for work for months. I get paid 20 TJS per meter of foundation built, and I generally work from 8 to 18 o’clock. The money I earn is not even enough for food. If I ask my employer for more money, he just says ‘If you don’t want to eat, there are others who will do this work for that money’. If I get injured at work and I am unable to work, the employer will not have me treated or pay me. He will just tell me that I should have been more careful and that it’s my fault. I would like that the government provides all citizens with a decent job and fair salary.’

Case 21
Y., a 27 year old single man:

‘I graduated from polytechnic college, specialized as operator and in computers. But I am working as a handyman. I have worked as an electrician, plasterer, and for 25-30 TJS I can do any type of work. Per month, I usually earn 250 to 300 TJS. Not long ago,
we were taken by one micro bus to a village to work in the fields. We worked a full
day, but never got paid. We have not reported this so far to anyone, because we don’t
know to whom to report. Also my father experienced violence at work when he
worked in the cotton fields. We want to get a fair salary for our work. It would be
good if the government would create work places.’

Case 22
R., a 58 year old man, married.
‘I graduated from polytechnic college as electrician. But I have been working as a handy-
man for many years now. For 25-30 TJS per day, sometimes also breakfast and lunch is
provided, but not all employers provide for this. Generally, I am working from 7 am till 6-7
pm. Sometimes it happens that employers give less than agreed, 20 TJS instead of 25 or
30 TJS. Often we do not know the real volume of work before accepting it. When we ar-
rive at the work site, we realize that it’s more work than for the agreed money. But if we
ask to check the work site – which is often far away - before accepting and we reject the
offer because it is too low for the amount of work, then the employer kicks us out without
return transport and we have to walk back. Recently, we worked one full day until evening
in a field and after work the employer transported us back, but not to our village, they
dropped us in the middle of nowhere and ordered us to walk home. We requested the
payment for the work done, they said, we will get it tomorrow, but we never received a
penny. My son also experienced violence when working in the fields to collect wheat.’

Case 23
F., an 48 years old man:
‘I graduated from polytechnic college as tractor driver, but I have been working as
handyman for many years. Per day, I earn between 20-30 TJS plus breakfast and
lunch. But I cannot find work regularly as there are many handymen looking for a job.
I had problems and suffered violence at work, but I don’t want to talk about it. I would
like to find a job as a security man, with a fair salary and a fair employer. My teenage
children also faced violence and exploitation at work. Recently, a minivan drove by
and picked up people for working in a cotton field. My daughter and son worked there
for two days, but they never got paid.’

Case 24
U., a 40 years old man, married:
‘I graduated from polytechnic college, but I have been doing agricultural work. I usually
work from 6 am to 10 pm, and I get 30-50 TJS for a day’s work. I have suffered vio-
lence at work, psychological violence. Middlemen would lie. They would take more
money. Sometimes I would get paid late, sometimes less than promised. I would like employers to get punished for lying to handymen.’

Case 25
Z., a 23 year old man, married:
‘I studied one year as mechanic at college. I have been working as handyman, mainly doing agricultural work. For a day’s work (11 hours) I would get 25-30 TJS, sometimes lunch would be provided. I am disabled, and it is difficult for me to find work. Because of my disability, I receive 150 TJS per month from the state. I have experienced psychological violence and abuse. I have also faced other problems at work because of my disability – I was kicked out and not paid the promised money. I wanted to report to the police, but I am scared. I would like life to change for the better – so that there would be work places and people wouldn’t have to leave.

iii. Victim support and rights’ protection
Tajikistan has adopted a number of laws and regulations over the last years to enhance victim support and create the basis and set standards for victim referrals to assistance, related to trafficking in persons and other violent crimes, such as domestic violence.20 Over the last decades, civil society organizations and lawyers across Tajikistan have been able to build their expertise in relation to providing support – shelter, psychological counselling, rights information and legal assistance - to victims of violent crime, in particular trafficking in persons and domestic violence. Many respondents – including government stakeholders – highlighted how important the civil society’s contribution to the fight abuse and exploitation, including trafficking, is. Respondents also emphasized that victim referrals to victim support organizations from law enforcement and other government bodies has significantly increased over the last years and that cooperation between the two has been established in many areas. Since ten female police inspectors have been appointed across the country to deal with cases of domestic violence, referrals related to domestic violence have also increased.

So far, direct victim support – in particular, shelters, psychological assistance and legal assistance/representation - has been funded to a large extent by and dependent on international donors. The two main shelters for victims of trafficking in the country – run by the NGO Femida and the NGO Women and Society have not been operational (besides basic maintenance and ad hoc assistance in a few individual cases) since mid 2016 in the absence of an agreement between the donor and the government on a more sustainable solution. With the Dushanbe shelter for victims of trafficking basically unfunded and not operational, there is currently no shelter in the country which ac-

cepts male victims of trafficking or other forms of exploitation and abuse. Albeit from the research it is clear that the need for shelter of female victims is bigger compared to male victims, it is important to have a shelter mechanism in place also for male victims to be able to adequately assist when cases are identified.

There are a few available shelters for women, victims of violence, which in principle could also be accessed by victims of internal trafficking - but so far have rarely been as there has been no focus on identifying victims of internal trafficking, most are limited to victims of domestic violence and their overall capacity in terms of available beds is very limited. In Dushanbe, the Committee on Women’s and Family Affairs manages a shelter (‘Light of Protection’) for women under the age of eighteen, which accommodates girls in need for up to a year and more, and also provides psychological counselling and vocational training for women, victims of violence. Referrals to the shelter come mainly from other Women’s Committees across the country, sometimes in cooperation with local NGOs. Currently the government does not run a shelter for women over the age of 18. Recently maternity wards in hospitals across the country have equipped one room for women victims in need of emergency support (maximum one month) – it is not clear, however, how many victims and what type of cases are being assisted in these wards.

There are currently three NGO managed shelters for women operational in the country for women: the NGO Gulrukhsor based in Kujand, mainly specialized on domestic violence cases and with twelve beds (three rooms) and a maximum stay of forty days per client; the NGO Caravan of Hope based in Dushanbe, which works with women victims of violence and has a handful of places available in the shelter; and a crisis center run by the NGO Ghamkhori in Qurgonteppa, which offers short-term accommodation (14 days maximum) for women in need, mainly victims of domestic violence. All three shelters are project based and to a large extent dependent on international donors. The shelter premises in Khujand are government owned (renovated by the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe in 2015), the NGO Gulrukshor has, however, to pay rent for the use of the premises as shelter and for victim support.

Several NGOs have started initiatives/partnerships to diversify their funding sources with the objective of becoming more locally supported and sustainable. For example, the NGO Gulrukhsor has entered a partnership and is supported also by the National Association of Business Women of Tajikistan, and the NGO Caravan of Hope runs a social business (café, production of peanut butter and handicrafts) to be able to generate some income for their victim support activities.

Numerous respondents pointed out that there is a need for more safe houses for female victims of violence and exploitation, in particular also offering long-term shelter and support and targeted to the needs of the victims. Some regions (GBAO and RRS) have no shelter at all, Sughd and Katlon only shelters focus on domestic violence for short-term stay (14 days, 40 days).

While some of the shelters focusing on domestic violence or women victims of violence have also worked with victims of internal trafficking, in particular for the pur-
pose of sexual exploitation, they would need additional financial resources and, to some extent, also capacity building, to be able to do so systematically. Several respondents noted that complex cases, that is, for example adult women victims of internal trafficking exploited in prostitution and/or with infectious diseases or drug addictions, currently often remain outside the realm of shelters, assistance and rehabilitation measures. While it might not be realistic to establish specialized shelters for victims of trafficking, including internal trafficking, in each region, it will be important to have a safe place for victims of violence and exploitation, at a minimum for girls and women, in each region, which can establish first contact and refer, when needed VOTs to a specialized shelter (which also takes in male victims) in the capital.

Particular adult women in difficult situations often have nowhere to go to with property (and with it, homes) often still being passed on from men to men in families and marriage still the prevalent (and often only) real possibility for women to access housing. This makes women dependent on their husbands and/or their husband’s family, and forces them to remain in an abusive situation or face destitution should the marriage end. Interviews and previous research highlight that it is especially such dependencies and the risk of destitution outside of marriage that make women (and their children) vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. Civil society organizations and lawyers have been assisting women to access basic rights – from ID documents and other registry certificates, to filing a divorce and related property and/or alimony rights in an abusive and violent marriage. Practice shows that even with legal assistance and representation women often still are afraid to file criminal cases concerning against their violent and abusive husbands or in-laws as they fear – not unfoundedly as there have been numerous cases of revenge and vindication – that this will lead to even more aggression and violence against them and their children. In addition, police is often still seen and perceived as taking the men’s side. Equally, society is stigmatizing divorced women and their children and children of women who brought a criminal case against their abusive and violent husband (‘children of a convict’).

Many respondents viewed the lack of sufficient shelters for victims of violence, including trafficking, in the country as the single biggest obstacle to effective victim support and rights protection. Interviews and desk research confirmed that without access to a mid to long-term safe place and support on all related legal, medical and social issues, victims often are not able to escape the abusive and exploitative situation, recover, claim their rights and rebuild their lives – ‘They have nowhere to go!’ (Interviewee). Cases across the country show that in the absence of sufficient safe accommodation in each region, women and children have remained in exploitative situations and/or continued to live on the streets and civil society representatives and local authorities have struggled to find ad hoc solutions in individual cases, sometimes also using their private resources. As highlighted above, safe housing is a particular concern for and need of women victims as housing/accommodation is traditionally passed on from men to men and men are less likely to remain without housing (and less vulnerable to violence, including sexual violence), in case they find themselves on the street.
The Tajik government has started to provide grants to civil society organizations for raising awareness and conducting outreach and rights information campaigns for victims and vulnerable groups. For example, the anti-trafficking NGO Femida, based in Dushanbe, has received a grant of approx. 20,000 USD for prevention activities. This is seen as a good practice by many respondents that could also be replicated by other Ministries and governmental bodies and also applied to funding victim support, including shelters.

Interviews and research also highlight that in particular female victims of violence – sexual exploitation, domestic violence - still stigmatized and even blamed, for the violence they suffered, being referred to as ,easy woman‘, ,immoral‘, ,not responsible‘ or ,bringing shame“ by relatives, community members, authorities and in some cases also by victim support providers. This creates obstacles for victim identification and support and helps create an environment of impunity for offenders. Numerous respondents reported that victims sometimes still face unprofessional behaviour, disrespectful treatment and even abuse and violence as well as corruption from law enforcement, prosecution, judges and other state actors. This is particularly true for women in prostitution which continue to face outright sexual violence from some law enforcement officers (‘free Saturday’).

iv. Justice Response / Prosecution

There is little official data in relation to the investigation or prosecution of internal trafficking cases or the victims.\textsuperscript{21} The 2016 Global Report on Trafficking indicates, quoting the General Prosecutor’s Office of the Republic of Tajikistan as source, that 32 internal victims, that are Tajik nationals were trafficked internally and identified between 2012 and July 2015.\textsuperscript{22} Interviews confirm, however, that so far there has not been an investigation or prosecution under Art. 130\textsuperscript{1} CC in relation to an internal trafficking case – be it for sexual or labor exploitation. Neither has there been an investigation or prosecution of a case of slave labor under the relatively newly introduced Art. 130\textsuperscript{2} Use of Slave Labor.

Interviews and desk research indicate that instead internal trafficking cases are prosecuted under other criminal code provisions, such as in the case of sexual exploitation, Art. 238 CC (Involvement into Prostitution), which criminalizes involuntary, coercive prostitution, and to a lesser extent Art. 132 (Recruitment of human beings for exploitation)\textsuperscript{23}. Internal cases of trafficking for labor exploitation that could be related to TIP do not seem to have reached the courts at all yet under any of the relevant articles (such as Art. 130\textsuperscript{1}, 130\textsuperscript{2}).

\textsuperscript{21} The statistics on TIP related cases collected by the Tajik authorities do not disaggregate whether a case has been internal or transnational.
\textsuperscript{23} Art. 132 has been much disputed in the past as it seemed to allow to qualify and punish crimes which fulfilled all elements of TIP as a lesser crime. It is planned that Art. 132 will be deleted in the ongoing revision of the Criminal Code.
Art. 238, however, unlike trafficking in persons, is not located under Section VII. Crimes against Personal Freedom, honor and dignity (as is trafficking), but under Section X. Crimes against the social and moral order with a punishment that can range from a fine to supervised confinement to a maximum of two years imprisonment. In the context of internal trafficking for sexual exploitation it is important to analyze the function and application of this provision in practice. It is also important to know that Art. 130 of the Administrative Code makes the exercise of prostitution an administrative offence for the sex worker (there is no punishment for the ‘client’ in Tajikistan – with fines from 500 to 1000 TJS for first time offenders and higher fees or administrative arrest from 10 to 15 nights for repeat offenders. This puts persons – in Tajikistan prostitution is exercised to a large extent by women, even though male prostitution is also present - who are exploited in prostitution into an even more vulnerable situation and more reluctant to report abuse and exploitation as they will be seen and punished as offenders by law enforcement if they step forward. In the context of understanding internal trafficking for sexual exploitation it will be important to identify and implement policies and measures that help address this challenge.

Many respondents have reported that prostitution is to a large extent highly abusive and exploitative in the country, with women in prostitution getting as little as a couple of US Dollars or a meal from clients. Interviews and desk research indicate that many women in prostitution have being lured, deceived or forced into prostitution and often suffer economic, psychological, physical and sexual violence from their clients and pimps but also from authorities (‘free sex’, ‘bribes’).

Statistics show that the number of prosecutions under Art. 239 CC (organization of prostitution) from 2012- first half of 2017 amounts to 1088 while the number of cases prosecuted under Art. 238 (Involvement into prostitution) over the same period amounts to nine (9). This points to the fact that the authorities are not – or only to a very minimal extent - detecting and addressing the elements of violence, abuse and exploitation existing within the prostitution sector in the country. The fact that there have been no prosecutions of trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation within the country also points towards in this direction.

Equally, in the context of domestic servitude, forced marriages or sexual violence/exploitation also criminal code provisions on physical and/or sexual assault/rape can be relevant to the prosecution of internal trafficking scenarios. In the

---

24 Equally, the production, distribution and use of child pornography are not categorized as crimes against persons (Section VII), but crimes as the social and moral order (Section X).

25 1 Tajik Somoni (TJS) is around 1 USD.

26 Article 130. Engagement into prostitution, 1. Engagement into prostitution entails imposition of a fine amounting from ten to twenty indicators for settlements. 2. The same action as provided in the part 1 of this article, committed repeatedly within one year after the application of the administrative penalty, entails imposition of a fine in the amounting from twenty to forty indicators for settlements or administrative arrest for a period of ten to fifteen days. (Law No. 1234 of 23.11.15).

27 Male prostitution in the country is often referred to as ‘Men who engage in sex with Men’, in short ‘MSM’.

28 Statistical data provided by the Tajik National Training Center for Combating Trafficking in Persons.
context of labor exploitation, related legal provisions also include Art. 153 (Violations of the legislation on labor) of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Tajikistan (Chapter 19 Crimes Against the Constitutional Rights and Freedoms of Persons and Citizens)\(^\text{29}\) and Art. 94 (Violations of the legislation on labor) of the Code of the Republic of Tajikistan on Administrative Legal Violations (Section II, Chapter 6, Administrative Legal Violations connected with the Rights and Freedoms of Persons and Citizens)\(^\text{30}\).

The Criminal, Administrative and Labor Code include a wide range of provisions that can help to punish abuse and exploitation, protect those vulnerable and exploited and prevent internal trafficking and exploitation in all its forms and along the whole continuum of exploitation - from less severe to most severe cases. Several respondents noted that a (non-exhaustive) list with crimes and other offences potentially relevant to internal trafficking scenarios could be useful for law enforcement and prosecution that is issued as guidance in their work. The development of a list of crimes connected with trafficking in persons is foreseen by in the 2016-2018 National Action Plan for Counteracting Trafficking in Persons in the Republic of Tajikistan (thereinafter National Action Plan). The implementation of this measure - Activity #23 - is, however, still pending. Before the adoption of a new Law of the Republic of Tajikistan on Counteracting Trafficking in Persons and Providing Support to Victims of Trafficking in Persons in 2014 (Anti-Trafficking Law), such a list was in force (it had been issued within the framework of the Anti-Trafficking Law adopted in 2004). The fact that a new list of crimes is currently under development represents a good opportunity to include additional legal provisions that had previously not been added, including those particularly relevant to internal trafficking, newly adopted provisions and also relevant administrative, labor code and other violations. Such a comprehensive overview could also facilitate interagency and inter-departmental cooperation and referrals.

Many respondents also highlight that victims still do not report cases to police because they fear negative retribution from family, the community. Sometimes they also do not trust or even fear the police as some police exponents have been seen to be insensitive to the victims needs or tolerating or implicated in violence, abuse and bribery.

\(^{29}\) Article 153, Criminal Code: The clearly illegal dismissal of an individual from work, the failure to fulfill a court decision about the return of an individual to his or her previous place of work, as well as other deliberate and significant violations of the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan on labor – Are punishable by a fine in the amount of one to two thousand calculative indices or by incarceration for a period of up to three years (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan No. 35, 17.05.04; Law of the Republic of Tajikistan No. 422, 06.10.2008).

\(^{30}\) Article 94, Administrative Code reads: “1. Violations of the legislation on labor, including:

- Unwarranted cancellation of a work contract with an employee; - Hiring an employee without signing a work contract or failing to observe the age minimum established for hiring; - Unilateral refusal on the part of the employer to conduct collective bargaining; - Unwarranted refusal to provide work leave to employees, and also failing to provide other guarantees that are provided for in the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan on labor – Entail a fine imposed on employers in the amount of twenty to thirty calculative indices. 2. The repetition of acts of the administrative legal violations outlined in the first point of the given Article, if occurring within a year following the first imposition of an administration fine – Entail a fine imposed on employers in the amount of forty to fifty calculative indices.”
The cases reported and analyzed show on one side the urgent need to provide victims with lawyers as without lawyers their rights are not adequately protected in the justice system. While offenders often have lawyers, victims mostly don’t and if they do, the chance that their voices are heard and justice is done are significantly higher. On the other side, the criminal justice system needs to become (and seen to be) capable and committed to protect victims’ rights. Only when victims can trust law enforcement, prosecution and judges, they will be willing to come forward and help in the pursuit of justice. Trainings on victims’s rights and law enforcement, prosecutors and judges’ obligations in relation to victims of crime is needed together with a policy of no tolerance and disciplinary measures in cases of corruption, abuse, violence and discrimination. The training and appointments of specialized female investigators within the police force across the country is an important first step in this direction concerning cases of violence against women. But they will only be successful if the system at all levels – police, prosecutors, judges, social protection, male and female, local and national - is trained and committed to respecting, protecting the rights of and assisting victims.

A case in point, which demonstrates this is Case 2, in which the victims’ lawyer managed to overturn the sentence of the first instance court and have the offender prosecuted, albeit only to a fine. The victim’s lawyer in this case was first met with reluctance at the Prosecutors’ Office (‘An advocate for the victim?’), where an investigator refused to issue the advocate with an act to be able to represent the victim – as would be his role in accordance with Art. 45 (Representation of complainants, civil plaintiffs, and private accusers) and Art. 49 (Defense attorney) of the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Tajikistan (CPC). Instead – and despite being referred to these two articles by the advocate, the investigator ordered the advocate to go to a notary’s office in order to be authorized. Respondents also reported cases in which criminal justice actors – police, prosecutors, judges – treated victims (women) in a disrespectful, and unethical manner, passing personal judgment and siding with the alleged offenders (men). These might be isolated cases, but it shows how important it is to ensure – thorough training, guidance and disciplinary measures in case of non-compliance – that justice system actors are not just well informed about the laws, but also implement them with due diligence and are committed to and do their part to protecting the procedural and other rights of victims.

One police officer, one prosecutor, one judge who treats a victim of crime disrespectfully and is allowed and seen to do so without disciplinary measure, will discredit the whole professional group and deter the population from coming forward, reporting crime and cooperating with the criminal justice actors.

There is little information in relation to how effectively victims of trafficking can access their right to compensation and how police, prosecutors and judges enable victims to access this right. The research was able to learn about two compensation claims related to Trafficking in Persons cases, both in relation to transnational cases, initiated by the victim’s advocates and in the form of civil suits. Information received indicates that in none of the cases, the compensation awarded by the court (10,000 TJS in one case and 30,000 TJS in the other case) has actually been paid out to the vic-
timess.\textsuperscript{31} Research also indicates that prosecutors, who by some respondents are seen as guarantors of the victim’s rights in criminal proceedings, so far have not taken an active role in informing victims about their right to claim compensation or in initiating/collecting evidence to substantiate compensation claims.

\textbf{v. Prevention}

Respondents highlighted that awareness raising and rights information of vulnerable parts of the population is important, but equally important is legal education and awareness raising of potential offenders with a clear message of zero tolerance of abuse, exploitation and violence. Only if authorities investigate and prosecute crimes and identify and assist victims and are known to do so, will potential perpetrators be deterred from committing these offences. Equally a zero tolerance policy on corruption and lack of due diligence on behalf of the authorities needs to be communicated internally and to the public and implemented, including through disciplinary measures and criminal prosecutions.

Importantly, reintegration assistance – such as training or grants for returning migrant workers, including those exploited and trafficked abroad – has shown positive impact and helped to increase livelihood and can be considered as good practice that can also be replicated in internal trafficking cases. Also, community based business initiatives – such as the local production and sale of diary products, initially by (abandoned) wives of labor migrants– have been able to create work and livelihood in communities so far only depending on labor abroad and remittances.

The moral attitude of the public, family, society and authority generally is very one-sided and biased against women – in particular in cases of sexual violence and prostitution - who attach wrongdoing, blame and stigma - if not wholly then partly - to the victims and not to the offenders – be it violent family members, acquaintances or strangers. This bias is also used and plays into the hands of traffickers, exploitative pimps and clients. Women (and men) in the sex industry are often threatened and blackmailed (shantazh). Respondents also highlight that the current legal regulation of prostitution – that the person who provides a sexual service for money is being punished – is likely to have negative impact on the reporting of violence and exploitation that people in the sex industry suffer.

The reluctance to report violence and abuse to the police can also be seen in other sectors where workers struggling to make a living find themselves in an illegal limbo – no work contract, no tax registration -- which is created and exploited by individual employers and companies vulnerable positions: day labor (‘mardicor’), agriculture, construction. What is in fact a responsibility of the employer – the provision of a written contract – in practice turns against the weaker link, the worker who have to fear to be punished for evading tax in case they approach authorities for help.

\textsuperscript{31} Information on compensation claims received from IOM.
Several interviews highlighted patterns still prevalent in some families and communities across the country that expose discrimination, violence and stigmatization towards women from their young lives (‘need to be taken out of school when they are 17 to be prepared to become a wife and housewife, if not married by 22 their value diminishes and they become 2nd category and are only marriable to old men or become second wives’). Respondents also highlight how these same patterns put pressure also on young men who are not ready to be married and/or unable to provide for a wife and family. In the end, these patterns imposed by social pressure are unhealthy and damaging for the families themselves: a marriage into which both the prospective bride and groom are pressured into, where the newly married wife becomes a servant to the mother in law and the husband’s family and often has to take over agricultural work, domestic work and child care, where men albeit working are still barely able to provide for the family (but are already married and with kids) and decide to have second wives (‘younger’, ‘did not chose the first one anyhow’) and the first wives and kids are kicked out of the family or escape this situation of abuse. In the best case, the women can return to her parents, in the worst case, they end up destitute and on the street. Families, which see a daughter return from a failed marriage, often end up having to financially support not only their returning daughter, but also their grandchildren – in addition to sometimes still being indebted from the the organization of the marriage in the first place:

‘They married her off to have a mouth less to feed, but end up with not one, but two or three mouths to feed” (Interviewee).

Respondents highlighted that currently, in the regions many family’s only start to allow or support their daughters to get higher education once her marriage fails. Interviews also showed that there are families that start realizing that it is important to also invest into education and work opportunities for their girls - in particular as men often no longer are able to earn a proper income for the whole family or/and decide to have two wives and are not able or willing to provide for both. Several respondents also highlighted that in the past it was normal that women also were in employment and that one reason for less women in employment over the last twenty years has also been fewer employment opportunities in general and particular for women, with the closure, - after the end of the Soviet Union - of factories, farms and industries in the region in which women traditionally worked. The creation of employment by the government, in particular also for women, is seen as a crucial measure to reduce the vulnerability of women to exploitation and violence and increase the welfare of the whole family.
VI. Conclusions

Tajikistan has undertaken numerous measures to combat trafficking in persons over the last decades. The Tajik criminal law provision on TIP covers internal trafficking, and the criminal code includes a number of provisions that can be used to prosecute traffickers and associated crimes. So far internal trafficking cases have only rarely reached the courts and when they have, they have not been prosecuted under the trafficking provision (which often has led to lower sentences as compared to transnational trafficking cases).

The issue of internal trafficking has so far not been widely discussed in Tajikistan and the terminology of trafficking is still mainly used for transnational cases. National stakeholders, from government and civil society, are, however, aware that internal trafficking occurs in the country and that it dynamics are similar to transnational cases. There are little official data on internal trafficking. Most cases of internal trafficking identified so far are related to girls and women trafficked for sexual exploitation or/and treated as disposable or living in servitude or slavery like conditions.

Vulnerability is not something innate to any person, woman or man, but created by social and structural realities that empower or disempower certain persons or groups. Prevention in the context of trafficking needs to improve access to resources and opportunities for education, decent work and wellbeing for women and men.

In today’s Tajikistan, women often are more vulnerable than men. They are still often disadvantaged and dependent on men, husbands or the husband’s family in their access to rights and resources, in particular in the regions, not just when it comes to access to decent work, but access to basic rights and freedoms, such as effective access to education, registry documents and proceedings, freedom from forced marriage and the right to divorce, freedom from violence, effective access to property rights and alimony, access to inheritance on equal terms with male family members. Women (and their children) therefore are also those who often have nowhere to go if they want to leave an exploitative situation and need safe accommodation and comprehensive long-term support to be able escape abuse and trafficking. Sufficient and countrywide safe houses, psychological support and legal assistance as well as comprehensive and targeted (re-)integration measures (including housing) are crucial to enable victims of internal trafficking to come forward and recover.

Women in particular also still face a high level of victim blaming and shaming as well as stigmatization from society and, to some extent also from institutions and support services. The most vulnerable women - women in prostitution, with sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) or drug addictions, women living on the streets - are sometimes barred from accessing support services and are most at risk of abuse from the hands of law enforcement.

Civil society organizations and lawyers have accumulated huge expertise in victim support and assistance. Often they are the institutions most trusted and first contact-
ed for help by victims. Cooperation between government and civil society actors in the identification, referral and assistance of victims and vulnerable groups has been developed in many regions and has shown good results.

Systematic monitoring of sectors vulnerable to exploitation and outreach to and empowerment of workers in these sectors is needed to identify and assist victims, punish exploitative employers and traffickers and prevent further exploitation and abuse. In Tajikistan, these include, but are not limited to, the prostitution sector, agriculture, construction and bazaars. The provision of educational scholarships, vocational training and business grants for vulnerable groups and victims as well as the support of community based businesses has shown to be an important measure to reduce vulnerability to exploitation and enhance livelihood. To guarantee a bigger part of the population with decent work opportunities, such measures need, however, to be complemented by systemic reforms in the labor market that create regular employment and ensure the implementation of labor standards.
VII. Recommendations

Protection

Step up government financial or in-kind support for victim support, including shelters for victims of (internal and transborder) trafficking, exploitation and violence. This could include for example, providing state owned premises for free to NGOs for providing shelter and victim support.

Support/Open a safe house for women victims of violence, exploitation and rights abuse, including internal trafficking, in each region to be able to offer short-, medium- and long-term support to victims. Reopen the specialized VOT shelter in Dushanbe, which can accommodate both female and male VOTs and to which the shelters in the regions can refer individual cases that cannot be adequately supported in the regions. Use the expertise and skills of existing victim support NGOs and their specialists to run the shelters in Dushanbe and in the regions.

Provide training on victim-sensitive, non-discriminatory support / service provision to all stakeholders – government and NGO – who come in contact and work with VoTs and vulnerable groups. Also build capacity to identify and assist victims of internal trafficking and other forms of violence, exploitation and rights abuse.

In order to ensure sustainability, funding should come at least in part from the public budget – either in kind through the provision of premises, the coverage of utilities or the provision of grants to fund shelter costs and direct assistance. International donors and government could agree on a 3 to 5 year transition plan that would foresee progressive increase of funding from the national and/or local government budget. Train victim support NGOs in developing social business plans, diversifying sources of funding and writing grant proposals.

Support outreach work to women in prostitution to identify victims of abuse and exploitation and offer referral paths and assistance. Provide education and work opportunities to women who want to leave prostitution.

Support network of lawyers specialized on cases of TiP, sexual violence, violence against women and labor exploitation to enable victims to claim their rights through the courts and access justice, including compensation. Ensure victims of violent crimes and vulnerable victims have access to free legal aid.

Increase efforts and resources to implement and monitor labor standards to ensure safe and decent work and prevent labor exploitation and trafficking.

Support outreach and assistance to workers in vulnerable sectors of the economy. Inform them about their rights, including through brochures on workers’ rights and awareness raising programs on TV/radio programs. Step up efforts to enhance the implementation of labor standards by employers, including by informing employers / businesses about their obligations and a zero tolerance policy in cases of exploitation.
Build on and increase across the country the good practice of local stakeholders – Hukumats (local authorities), Women’s and family affairs committees, NGOs – to offer free advice/counselling in the communities. Expand the actors engaged in local information and counselling sections to include labor inspectors and departments.

Continue and increasing government grants to civil society organizations for awareness raising and make grants available also for the provision of victim support.

Review shelter regulations and referral procedures and train shelter staff to ensure certain victim groups, such as victims with STDs or drug addictions are not discriminated and barred from safe housing and can fully access victim support.

Ensure that victims are offered emergency and long-term support. Long-term support in finding sustainable solutions related to housing, work, education, family and in relation to psychological and/or legal assistance, targeted to the needs of the individual victim, will help (re-)integration and prevent further victimization and re-trafficking.

**Prevention**

Make the fight against internal trafficking part and parcel of anti-trafficking measures, including the next National Action Plan on TIP, TIP coordination meetings and the National Referral Mechanism.

Enhance girls’ effective access to higher education and job training, including through specific scholarships.

Continue and enhance measures at the local level that raise better understand of healthy and respectful family relationships and the importance of providing both girls and boys with education and work opportunities for the wellbeing of the family and the individual.

Monitor and effectively act against all forms of exploitation and rights abuse in vulnerable sectors of the economy – irregular and regular - along the whole spectrum of exploitation, from less to most severe forms.

Raise awareness on labor rights, employers’ obligations and labor standards every worker is entitled to. Support and raise awareness about centers where workers can get information, counselling and legal assistance on their labor complaints. Develop and disseminate similar brochures on rights, obligations and assistance as were developed for workers vulnerable to TIP abroad, but adapted to Tajik law and mechanisms.

Enhance women’s access to the local labour market. Work with the communities at the local level to raise awareness about the benefits for the whole community of including women in the labor market.

Provide women in prostitution with leaflets about their rights and available assistance and support contacts, including on how to safely file complaints against abusive or corrupt law enforcement officers.
Ensure justice actors are aware of local victim support organizations and refer victims and vulnerable persons to victim support.

Raise awareness on women’s rights, zero tolerance of violence against women and criminal provisions punishing physical, psychological, sexual and economic violence and abuse.

Continue providing and increase educational scholarships, vocational training and business grants to women across the country, with particular focus on vulnerable groups and victims of violence and abuse.

Increase number of self-employment / business grants for men and women across the country.

Identify change makers and multipliers from the different key groups within the population (teachers, doctors, husband, mothers-in-law, religious leaders, working women).

Continue awareness raising sessions with young boys and men from different sectors in society (such as business men, teachers, law enforcement, unskilled workers, pensioners, imams, politicians, local government officials) on women’s rights and engage them into public information and awareness raising campaigns.

Raise awareness about the fact that individuals who abuse others (sexually, physically, economically, psychologically) in the name of traditions are ethically wrong and also not protected by the law.

Raise awareness and promote healthy family relationships, free of violence and based on equal rights and obligations violence mutual consent and the common interest to build and care for a family, including the extended family.

**Justice response / Prosecution**

Train and provide guidance to law enforcement and prosecution agencies, labor inspectors working on TIP and associated crimes – such as the TIP unit, the Unit on Moral Order, the unit responsible for monitoring, investigation and prosecuting labor law related criminal offences – to identify cases of internal trafficking and start joint investigations as a pilot project. Ensure units include also female investigators.

Train justice system actors (law enforcement, prosecutors, judges, advocates) on international and national legal provisions related to a victim-centered approach, including victims’ rights (including compensation) and needs their role in the protecting them standards and good practice on how to work with victims of crime, in particular vulnerable and traumatized victims. Focus: Victims of violence and sexual exploitation.

Raise the awareness of and train all justice system actors on the international and national standards, laws mechanisms and case scenarios relevant to internal trafficking.
Develop and disseminate a leaflet/brochure for internal victims of trafficking and exploitation, which outlines their rights as victims of crime in criminal proceedings as well as assistance and support available on relevant issues (such as access to shelter, psychological assistance, legal assistance, vocational training).

Raise public awareness about the fact that blackmailing (‘shantazh’) is a criminal offense and promote a zero tolerance policy for blackmailing.

Ensure justice actors are aware of local victim support organizations and refer victims and vulnerable persons to victim support.
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Annexes
Annex I. Excerpts from national laws

LAW OF THE
REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN

ON ADOPTING AND INTRODUCING THE CODE
OF THE REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN ON ADMINISTRATIVE OFFENSES

Article 130. Engagement into prostitution
1. Engagement into prostitution entails imposition of a fine amounting from ten to twenty indicators for settlements.
2. The same action as provided in the part 1 of this article, committed repeatedly within one year after the application of the administrative penalty, - entails imposition of a fine in the amounting from twenty to forty indicators for settlements or administrative arrest for a period of ten to fifteen days. (Law No. 1234 of 23.11.15).

Article 138. Illegal recruitment and employment of citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan abroad or that of foreign citizens and stateless persons in the Republic of Tajikistan
1. Illegal recruitment or employment of citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan abroad, - entails imposition of a fine on individuals amounting from thirty to fifty, on officials amounting from seventy to one hundred and on legal entities amounting from one hundred to two hundred indicators for settlements.
2. Recruitment or employment of foreign citizens and stateless persons in the Republic of Tajikistan, - entails imposition of a fine on individuals amounting from thirty to fifty, on officials amounting from seventy to one hundred and on legal entities amounting from eight hundred to one thousand indicators for settlements.
3. Employment of foreign citizens and stateless persons in the territory of the Republic of Tajikistan without special permission, - entails imposition of a fine on individuals amounting from twenty to thirty indicators for settlements.

Article 139. Failure to comply with the requirements of the state body responsible for monitoring the compliance with labor legislation
Failure to comply with the prescribed terms by the employer of the instructions and orders of the state body for monitoring the compliance with labor legislation provided for in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan -
entails imposition of a fine on officials amounting from twenty to thirty and on legal entities amounting from seventy to one hundred indicators for settlements.

LABOR CODE OF THE REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN

Article 154. Obligations of the employee for compliance with the norms, rules and instructions related to labor protection

The employee is obliged to comply with requirements of the rules, regulations and instructions for labor protection, as well as the employer’s orders for safe work, make use of the received personal protective equipment, immediately notify his/her immediate supervisor (foreman, master, chief of the area) of any situation, which in his/her opinion, creates an immediate threat to the life or health of people, as well as any accident that occurred during work or in connection with it.

For non-compliance with the specified duties the worker can be engaged into disciplinary and material responsibility, and in cases provided by the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan, shall be involved into criminal liability.

Article 155. Recording and investigating the occupational accidents

The employer is obliged to immediately investigate the causes of the occupational accident, draw up an act in the prescribed form and organize maintaining timely records of occupational accidents.

At the request of the victim, the employer must provide him/her with a certified copy of the act concerning the occupational accident not later than three days after the investigation ends.

If the employer refuses to draw up an act about the occupational accident, or if the victim disagrees with the circumstances of the occupational accident stated in the act, the victim has the right to apply to the appropriate representative body of the organization’s employees or to the court.

CRIMINAL CODE OF THE REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN

Article 122. Forced extraction of human organs or tissues for transplantation

1) Forced act to remove organs or tissues of the victim for transplantation, committed with the use of violence or with the threat of its use towards him/her or his/her loved one, or the threat of destruction of his/her property -
shall be punishable through deprivation from liberty for a term of up to three years, with deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or engage into certain activities up to three years. *(Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated May 17, 2004, under No. 35)*

2) The same act committed:
   a) against a person, deliberately known to the perpetrator as being in a helpless condition or in material or other dependence on the perpetrator;
   b) against a person known to be a minor;
   c) against two or more persons,

is punishable through confinement for a term ranging from three years to five years with deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or engage into certain activities up to three years.

3) An act provided for in part one or two of this Article, committed:
   a) by a group of persons or a group of persons by prior agreement;
   b) an organized group or criminal community (criminal organization),

shall be punishable through confinement for a term ranging from five to ten years, with deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or engage into certain activities for five years. *(Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated May 17, 2004, under No. 35)*

**Article 139. Violent acts of a sexual nature**

1) Sodomy, lesbianism or other acts of a sexual nature with the use of violence or the threat of its application to the male victim (female victim) or to their relatives or using the helpless state of the male victim (female victim),

shall be punishable through deprivation of liberty for a term ranging from five to seven years.

2) The same act:
   a) committed repeatedly or by a person who previously committed rape;
   b) committed by a group of persons or a group of persons by prior conspiracy;
   c) committed with particular cruelty towards the male victim (female victim) or their relatives;
   d) entailing infection of the male victim (female victim) with a venereal disease;
   e) committed against a deliberately underage (minor),

shall be punishable through deprivation from liberty for a term ranging from seven to ten years.

3) The same acts committed:
   a) against two or more persons;
b) against a close relative, shall be punishable through deprivation from liberty for a term ranging from ten to fifteen years.

4) The acts provided for in parts one or two of this Article, if they are committed:
   a) against a person who is known to have not attained the age of fourteen;
   b) with a particularly dangerous recurrence;
   c) with an organized group;
   d) using the conditions of a general disaster or in the course of mass riots, shall be punishable through deprivation of liberty from fifteen to twenty years. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated May 17, 2004, under No. 35)

**Article 140. Coercion towards the acts of sexual nature**

Forcing a person to sexual intercourse, sodomy, lesbianism or other acts of a sexual nature by the acts of blackmailing, threats of destruction, damage or seizure of property or using the official, material or other dependence of the victim, shall be punishable by a fine amounting from five hundred to seven hundred indicators for settlements, correctional labor for up to two years, or imprisonment for up to two years. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 6/10/08, under No. 422)

**Article 164. Obstruction of Obtaining the Basic Mandatory General (Nine-year) education**

Obstruction by an individual in any way, obtaining the basic obligatory general (nine-year) education, -

Is punishable by a fine in the amount of from one thousand to two thousand indicators for calculation, or restriction of freedom for up to two years, or arrest for up to six months. (Law of RT 06.10.08., № 422)

**Article 167. Trafficking of minors**

1. Trafficking of minors is the purchase or sale of a person deliberately known to be a minor, regardless of the means and forms of coercion,-

shall be punishable through deprivation from liberty for a term ranging from five to eight years. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 13.06.13, under No. 965)

2. Acts provided for by part one of this Article, if committed:
   a) repeatedly;
   b) by a group of persons through prior agreement;
c) against two or more minors;

d) with the use of violence or threat of its use;

e) with the purpose of removing the organs or tissues of the victim for further transplantation;

f) by an official or a representative of the authority with the use of his/her official position or other person performing managerial functions in a commercial or other organization;

g) with the movement of the victim across the state border of the Republic of Tajikistan, -

shall be punishable through deprivation from liberty for a term ranging from eight to twelve years. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 13.06.13, under No. 965)

An act provided for by parts one or two of this Article, if they:

a) entailed the death of a victim of trafficking of minors or other grave consequences;

b) committed by an organized group;

c) committed with a particularly dangerous recurrence, -

shall be punishable through deprivation from liberty for a term ranging from twelve to fifteen years. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 13.06.13, under No. 965)

Note:

A person who committed an act specified in parts one and two of this Article, voluntarily notified the appropriate authorities and released a victim of trafficking of minors, shall be released from criminal liability if his/her actions do not contain the composition of another crime. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 01.08.2003, under No. 33)
Article 170. Bigamy or polygamy

Bigamy or polygamy, that is, cohabitation with two or more women with a common household -

Is punishable by a fine in the amount of from one to two thousand indicators for calculations or correctional labor for a period of up to two years, or by restraint of liberty for a term of up to five years or by arrest for a period of three to six months. (SR 10.12.1999 No. 877); (Law of RT 06.10.08., № 422)

Article 171. Substitution of a child

1) Substitution of a child, -

shall be punishable by a fine amounting from five hundred to one thousand indicators for settlements, or restriction of liberty to four years, or imprisonment for up to three years. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 06.10.08, under No. 422)

2) The same act, committed from mercenary or other low-minded motives, -

shall be punishable through deprivation from liberty for a term up to five years.

Article 172. Illegal adoption

Illegal actions to adopt children, to ensure their transfer to trusteeship (guardianship), or to foster them in the families of citizens, committed from mercenary or other low-minded motives, -

shall be punishable by a fine amounting from five hundred to eight hundred indicators for settlements, correctional labor for up to two years, or arrest for up to six months. (Law of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 06.10.08, under No. 422)
Annex II. Selected media articles relevant to internal trafficking in persons

****************

Known Tajik lawyer Fayzinisso Vohidova posted on her Facebook a call from Khu- jand prison that the prison administration forces prisoners for work and beat and torture those who refuse. According to the call, the prison administration forces prisoners to clean onion for a private company, which later export dried onion. The lawyer says, zero diram is paid to prisoners for the work.


Ба ваколатдори хукуки инсон, созмонхои хукуки инсон ва эътилофи мубориза алаийхи шиканча!

Имruz аз муассисаи ислохии 3/3-и шахри Хучанд хабар расид, ки (анонимный звонок) масъулини муассиса маҳбусонро ба кори ичбори чалб намуда, дар холати саркаши намудан мавриди лату куб каро мадихан. Маълум гардид, ки муассиса бо кадом як сохихкори ватани шартнома баста, дар асоси он маҳбусон хамаруза пиез тоза карда, пиезро реза намуда, хушк карда, точир онро ба коричи кишвар экпорт мекунад. Ба маҳбусон барои ин кори зарарнок ба саломати ягон дирам пардохт намекунанд. Аз соати 6- и сакар онхоро ичборан ба тоза кардан пизчалб карда, дар як руз зиеда аз 12 соат куб кардан. Имruz як маҳбус бо номи Олим бинобар бемор буданаш аз ин кори сангину хатарнок саркаши намудааст. Масъулини муассиса уро мавриди лату куби шадиди чиши мо карор меди ханд. Махбус аз ин дарди чиши мо, азобу шиканча токат накарда, бо алмос шикамашро буридааст. Рокбарияти муассиса ба чои расонидани кумаки тибби маҳбурсо ба утоки чаримави (ШИЗО) чойгир кардааст. Асдан аз кори санги кандаро маъмур маъмур барои ин кори санги саркаши намудааст. Масъулини муассиса уро мавриди лату куби шадиди чиши мо карор меди ханд. Махбус аз ин дарди чиши мо, азобу шиканча токат накарда, бо алмос шикамашро буридааст. Рокбарияти муассиса ба чои расонидани кумаки тибби маҳбурсо ба утоки чаримави (ШИЗО) чойгир кардааст. Асдан аз кори санги кандаро маъмур маъмур барои ин кори санги саркаши намудааст. Масъулини муассиса уро мавриди лату куби шадиди чиши мо карор меди ханд. Махбус аз ин дарди чиши мо, азобу шиканча токат накарда, бо алмос шикамашро буридааст. Рокбарияти муассиса ба чои расонидани кумаки тибби маҳбурсо ба утоки чаримави (ШИЗО) чойгир кардааст. Асдан аз кори санги кандаро маъмур маъмур барои ин кори санги саркаши намудааст. Масъулини муассиса уро мавриди лату куби шадиди чиши мо карор меди ханд. Махбус аз ин дарди чиши мо, азобу шиканча токат накарда, бо алмос шикамашро буридааст. Рокбарияти муассиса ба чои расонидани кумаки тибби маҳбурсо ба утоки чаримави (ШИЗО) чойгир кардааст. Асдан аз кори санги кандаро маъмур маъмур барои ин кори санги саркаши намудааст. Масъулини муассиса уро мавриди лату куби шадиди чиши мо карор меди ханд. Махбус аз ин дарди чиши мо, азобу шиканча токат накарда, бо алмос шикамашро буридааст. Рокбарияти муассиса ба чои расонидани кумаки тибби маҳбурсо ба утоки чаримави (ШИЗО) чойгир кардааст. Асдан аз кори санги кандаро маъмур маъмур барои ин кори санги саркаши намудааст.

32 These articles and summaries are taken from the IOM Media Monitoring Reports collected by IOM Tajikistan.
Таджикские властные органы информировали о 14 случаях продажи новорожденных детей. Однако эксперты утверждают, что ежегодно сотни детей продаются в Таджикистане.

В основном, продают тех детей, которые рождаются вне замужества. Местный житель Душанбе Зеваршо Давлатов утверждает, что в некоторых случаях детям приходится продаваться за 500 сомони (около 60 долларов).

Правозащитница Файзинисо Вохидова подчеркивает, что статья 167 Уголовного кодекса Таджикистана предусматривает наказание за торговлю детьми от 10 до 15 лет. Однако это не останавливает покупателей. В основном, покупателями новорожденных детей выступают бездетные семейные пары, которые стремятся обойти бюрократию.

Для того, чтобы усыновить ребенка в Таджикистане, требуется собрать около 20 различных документов, а также обычно выждать очередь на усыновление около года. Кроме того, что важно, не каждая семья гарантированно может усыновить ребенка, так как законом предусмотрены определенные критерии.
Понимая проблему и отмечая, что в стране около 40 тысяч сирот, в прошлом октябре правительство республики отменило госпошлину на усыновление ребенка. Но неизвестно, сможет ли эта мера остановить продажу новорожденных в Таджикистане, которая, судя по всему, уже поставлена на поток.

Миджгона Халимова, журналист из Душанбе.

Qurghonteppa city court fined some 36 women for disobeying police during an order against sex workers. Some got 5 to 7 days of jail, others were fined for
120TJS=USD15. Women told reporter that they figth back police when are humiliat-ed by the officers.

http://www.ozodi.org/content/dosens-women-accused-of-prostitution-fined-in-south-tajikistan/27672376.html

Муҷозоти 36 зани "танфурӯш" барои сарқаши

Додгоҳи шаҳри Қўргонентпа дахҳо занро, ки дар чараёни амалиёти зидди танфурўшон аз ичрои амри кормандони пулис сарқаши кардаанд, чазо додаааст.

Дар маркази маъмурии вилояти Хатлон 36 зан барои итоат накардан ба амри кормандони пулис, муҷозот шудаанд. Тайи ду ҳафи ахир мақомоти ҳифзи хукуқ дар кӯчаву хиёбон ва тарабхонао дискоқлубҳои Қўргонентпа ба манзури боздошти занони танфурӯш, рейд ва ё санчишҳо роҳандозӣ карда ва даҳҳо занро боздошт намуданд. Ба итилои додгоҳи Қўргонентпа, муҷозоти ин занон тибқи шикояти маъмурони пулиси ин шаҳр сурат гирифтааст.

Ба итилои додгоҳи шаҳри Қўргонентпа, алайҳи 4 тан аз ин занон бар асоси моддаи 479, қисми яки хукуқвайронкунӣ, яъне итоат накардан ба амри кормандони пулис, парванд ба боз шудааст. Ҳамчунин 12 нафар ба муддати аз 5 то 7 рӯз ба ҳабси маъмурий маҳкум гардида ва боқимонда ҳар яке ба маблағи 120 сомонӣ, муҷозот шудаан.

Сирочиддин Саидвалӣ, раиси додгоҳи шаҳри Қӯргонентпа рӯзи 13 апрел дар сӯҳбат ба Радиои Озодӣ гуфт: "Гоҳо маст ҳастанд, ки итоат намекунанд, баъзеи инҳо, ки ҷарима ва ҳабси маъмурий шуданд, кӯдакҳои ноболиғ низ доранд. Ин занҳо дар дискоклубҳо буданд. Кори инҳо маълум аст. Дар чараёни рейдҳо ба кормандони милиса итоат накардаан.

Аmmo бархе аз ин занон, ки дар чараёни рейдҳо боздошт шудаанд, мегўянд, ба ҷарима шудан ва пешгирии фоҳишагарӣ зид нестанд, вале тарзи сӯҳбат ва муносибати пулис бо онҳо нигаронкунанда аст.

Зайтуна, як зани 35-сола, ки 3 фарзанд дорад, низ дар миёни онҳое мебошад, ки аз сӯи додгоҳ ба маблағи 120 сомонӣ муҷозот шудаанд. Вай дар сӯҳбат ба Радиои Озодӣ гуфт, ки "пулис моро ҳақорат ё сухани қабеҳ намегӯяд, вале пайваста моро "ҳаром" ва "ифлос" мегўяд, ки ин сӯҳбаташон хуб нет. Вале шахсанд ман аз инки ҷарима мекунанд ва мекоҳанд, ки шумораи моро кам кунанд, зид нестам, чун дар ҳақиқат кори мо ифлос аст." Занони фоҳиш мегўяд, вақте, ки бо онҳо муносабати бад сурат мегирад, онҳо низ дар чавроб рафтори бад мекунанд.

Аmmo нозири пулиси яке аз маҳаллаҳои шаҳри Қўргонентпа ба Радиои Озодӣ гуфт, ки онҳо бо ин занон муносабати хуб доранд, аmmo онҳо "пуррӯ ё нотарс" шудаанд ва дигар сухани кормандони ҳифзи хукукро ба инобат намегиранд ва намехоҳанд, ки барои бозпурсӣ ба шўъба бираванд.
Ин нозири пулис гуфт, ки занони гумонбар ба танфурӯши муносибати бад доранд ва бинонбар ҳамин онҳо маҷбур мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванд ба бо мешаванда: "Ин танфурӯшҳо гапи ҳеч касро ғуҳ намекунанд, мегуяд, ки барои мо кор пайдо кунед, баъд аз ин роҳ мегардем, мегуем, ки дар бозор кор кунед, аммо онҳо кор намекунанд."

Идораи кор бо занон ва оилаи вилояти Хатлон мегуяд, ки омори дақиқи занони фоҳишда дар итиёри онҳо нест, вале заноне, ки дар чарапе ройдҳои ҳафтани ки онҳо боздошт мешаванд, 30 нафар ва гоҳо аз ин ҳам зиёд аст. Аксарияти онҳо аз шахру навоҳии вилоят Хатлон дар шахри Қурғонтеппа ҳам мешавад ва даст ба танфурӯши мезананд.

Тибкиитилои расмий, занони дигаре, ки ба фоҳишагӣ даст мезананд, дар ҷодаҳо, истгоҳҳо ва дар алоҳидаги ҳуд муштарий пайдо мекунанд, чунки намехоҳанд дар амалиётти зидди занони танфурӯш боздошт шаванд.

Як созмони иҷтимоӣ, ки дар миёни занони танфурӯш бар зидди бемориҳои сирояти таблиғот мебарад ва дар се маъхаллаи Қурғонтеппа дафтари корий дорад, мегуяд, ки ин занон аксаран аз нодорӣ ва пайдо накардани чон кири муносиб ба ин роҳ мераванд ва дар нихоят барехе аз онҳо ба бемориҳои мухталифи сирояти гирифтор мешаванд. Чанде пеш дар Хатлон барои ин занон дарси аҳлоқ баргузор карда шуд, ки ҳаффи он пешгирӣ аз фоҳишагӣ ва ҷалбизанони танфурӯш ба масири дурустия зиндагӣ гуча мешавад.

Қонунҳои Тоҷикистон барои танфурӯши муҷозот таъйин кардааст. Парлумони Тоҷикистон рӯзи 15-уми октябр бо қабули тағйири иловаҳо ба Қодекси мутрофиаи ҳуқуқвайронии маъмурӣ ҷазо барои танфурӯширо шадидтар кард ва ҳамчунин маблағи ҷаримаро барои ин қонуншиканӣ ду баробар боло бурд.

Бар пояи ислоҳи ин конун дар давоми як сол агар танфурӯш бори дуввум барои ин гуноҳ боздошт шавад, аз 800 то 1600 сомонӣ чарима ва 30 10 15 руз ҳабсис маъмурӣ ҳоҳад шуд. Ин ҳам дар ҳолест, ки то кунун кормандони тичорати фаҳшо бо супоридани 400 то 800 сомонӣ раҳо мешуданд. Зеро дар қонунгузории кишвар танфурӯши на чиноят, балки қонуншикани мавзури ба ҳисоб меравад.

Вале кодекси чиноии Тоҷикистондаллагӣ, ҷалб афрод ба танфурӯшӣ, қочои инсон ва ташкили фоҳишахонаро чиноят мешиносод ва барои чунин аъмол муҷозоти сангинтарро пешбинӣ кардааст.

***************

Series of Radio Vatan programs on human trafficking sponsored by DFID through IOM Tajikistan:

Baby selling: Reasons forcing Tajik mothers to sell their babies, fate of sold kids, and involved criminal groups are in this program. https://goo.gl/yGUozm
Series of Radio Payvand programs on human trafficking sponsored by USAID through IOM Tajikistan:

Children’s rights: Using children for hard work and forcing them to earn money for home is not rare in Tajikistan. The following programs were devoted to rights of children. The programs contain a real story of a child forced to work, and explanation of legislation in relation to forcing children to work. The programs also reveal types of exploitation of children. https://goo.gl/Ng846Q

The Tajik MIA registered around 2,000 sex workers in 2016 and the age breakdown is as follow: 9 is underage, 1,565 are less than 30 years old, and 417 are above 30. Also, around 300 brothels were revealed and most of them were located in Sughd province and Dushanbe city. The news says, four Tajik women were returned to the country from sexual exploitation in 2016.


A Russian human rights NGO “Memorial” published a report on impact of labour migration to children of migrants. The report says, the most negative impact from
this phenomenon goes to children, who can’t see fathers for months and years, drop out of schools, face violence, and sometimes to leave homes for orphanages because of poverty of family. The NGO says, Tajik children have no good life in Russia too.

http://www.ozodi.org/a/28249529.html

"Kalakay muxoqiratro kudakoni toiqi mehurand"

Sozmoni "Memorial" dar Rusiya darr akhuzori duros tozi xud guftaast, ki muxoqirati koriy besh az xar kasi digar ba vazbi kudakon darr Tojikiston tasqisir guzoshtaast. Mas'uloni in sozmon mug'yun, ba darel muxoqirati volodion, kudakon az didori onxo bario moxho va'ev solho mahrum budu, "az tashsil durr moshavand", "xushunat mubinand" va goxo az tangeasti a'zo' diigari xonavoda ba xona-internat meaftand. Sozmoni "Memorial" in guzorishi xudro hamchun "alternativa" ba hisoboti qionibi Tojikiston darr ichlosiya 76-umi Kumita xokuuki kudaki Sozmoni Millali Muttahid odoma karadaast. In ichlosiya mox septembrini ismol barguzor shuda, tarafigi Tojikiston dar boraavi vazbi kudakon dar solxoi 2010 – 2015 guzorish xoqad dod.

"Guzorishi alternativi"

Bojad qionibi Tojikiston az Rusiya talab kunday, ki ҳакқи кўдакони муҳоҷирро риоя карда, ба тақрубаи чудо намудани кўдак аз волидонашон хотима диҳад. Бояд Душанбе ба таҳқиқи марги Умаралӣ Назаров пойфишиорӣ кунад"

Ammo cha'lasa miqavaratini pesh az in niwashat to dу ҳафтаги digar barguzor moshavad. Dar veb-sayti Sozmoni Millali Muttahid tajkida shudaast, ki guzorishi avvaliai qionibi Tojikistonro az 6 to 10 fevrali ismol barraasi xoqon keepa. Ҳоло ma'alum nest, makomoti tocik dar boraavi vazbi kudakon dar kisvar chy xoqon girt. Vole sozmoni "Memorial" meg'iyad, dar guzorishi "alternativiy" tavacchu'xu xudro beshhtar ba tasqiri muxoqirati tocikon boloi kudakona shon ravon karadaast.

"Vazbi kudakoni tocik darr Rusiya ҳam xub nest"

Mas'ulonini in sozmon gutfand, bino ba ta'qiqi onxo, muxoqirati xonavoda xo ba nikoxo'xoi bavakati va afso'ishi taloki duxtoni chavon darr Tojikiston ҳam sabab shudaast. Ammo, ba guftagi onxo, vazbi bisere az kudakone, ki xamroqi volidona shon dar Rusiya ҳastand, niz "chanon xub nest". Ba qavli onxo, "kudakone, ki xamroqi volidoni ba muxoqirat raftaand, niz az mehrooni va nigo'xbin mahrumand, chun volidona shon maqbaraand tamomi ruz cor kunday. Onxo darr sharoiti rikbatbor zindagi dorand."

In sozmoni ҳomini xukuqi muxoqiron darr idoma gutfaast, agar volidon darr kalamravi Rusiya ҳoida xoi byubuqhor rojia nakanand va'ev ba yagon mушкил pechand, boz kalaki avval ba sari kudakona shon bada shuda va 'hatto dar ba'ze ҳолат bo marg xoqon anqomid. Dar in mavrid ҳomiendo xukuq az margi Umarali Nazarovini panchmo'xa 'dovar karadaand, ki ba darel rojia nakanndani ҳoida
бутубош модараш бошдошт ва ў аввал ба идораи пулис ва сипас ба бемористон интиқол ёфта, чон додааст.

Чанд тавсияи "Мемориал" ба мақомоти точик
Созмони "Мемориал" дар бахши охири гузоришаш ба мақомоти Тоҷикистон тавсия додааст, ки ба накзи ҳукуқи кўдакони муҳочири точик дар Русия бетараф набошад ва вокуниш кунад. "Бояд чониби Тоҷикистон аз Русия талаб кунад, ки ҳаққи кўдакони муҳочирро риюи карда, ба тақруба чудо намудани кўдак аз волидонашон хотима дихад. Бояд Душанбе ба таҳқиқи марги Умаралӣ Назаров пойфиширий кунад", - таъвид кардааст созмони "Мемориал".
Дар ҳоли ҳозир то як миллион сокини Тоҷикистон дар муҳоҷирати корӣ ҳастанд ва фарзандони аксари онҳо ё ҳамроҳи модари худ дар кишвар истодаанд, ё ҳамроҳи бобову биби. Қаблан, Бунёди кўдаки Созмони Милали Мутта бо анҷоми як таҳқиқот фарзандони муҳочиронро ба далели дури падар аз хонавода "саркаш, особлазир ва таҳдида бе ондаи субот дар чомеа" унвон карда буд.

Дар ин таҳқиқоти ЮНИСЕФ, ки чор соли қабл анҷом шудааст, вазъи 5 ҳазор нафар аз хонаводаҳои муҳочири пурсида шудааст. Аксаран фарзандони то 15-сола гуфтаанд, ки худро танҳову азёдрафта ва бепуштибо эксос мекунанд ва азият мекашанд. 33 дарсоди хонаводаҳо пурсидашуда гуфтаанд, ки муҳочират ба рўхия юкдаконашон таъсири бад гузоштааст.

***************
This material cites IOM Tajikistan that the main reasons Tajik women fall victims of sexual exploitation are poverty and gender-based discrimination.
Основной причиной сексуальной эксплуатации женщин являются бедность и гендерная дискриминация, — таджикистанский эксперт
http://ca-news.org/news:1193763

***************
A study revealed that Badakhshan district has the highest level of use of child labor in Tajikistan, which is more than 53%. Throughout of the country, more than 23% of Tajik children ages of 5 to 17 were victims of child labour in the country.
Исследование: в ГБАО самый высокий уровень использования детского труда
В ГБАО из всех других регионов Таджикистана самый высокий уровень использования детского труда. Подобное мнение прозвучало 11 августа в Хороге на «Тренинге по искоренению детского труда в сельском хозяйстве и внедрению
Нацонального плана по искоренению наихудших форм детского труда (НФДТ) для работников фермерских хозяйств ГБАО».

Организатор тренинга, координатор проекта Международной Организации Труда (МОТ) (агентство ООН) по искоренению детского труда в Таджикистане Мухайё Хосабекова объяснила участникам тренинга - представителям структур местных органов власти по правам ребёнка и фермерских хозяйств региона, что понятие детского труда, его последствия и статистику, обратила их внимание на проведенное три года назад в РТ исследование по данным вопросам.

Она отметила, что масштабное и глубокое национальное исследование детского труда, в сотрудничестве госструктур и общественности, проведенное в 2012-13 гг. по более 6 тыс. домохозяйствам страны, показало, что из проживающих в стране 2 млн. 231 детей от 5 до 17 лет, 503 тыс. или 23,4% заняты детским трудом.

По ее словам, национальное исследование выявило, что в процентном соотношении, самый высокий уровень детского труда наблюдался в ГБАО – 53,1%, в Хатлонской области - 37,7, РПП - 15,6, Согдийской области - 14,8, а самое меньшее в Душанбе – 1,9%.

Из общего числа работающих детей в сельском хозяйстве заняты 82,8%, в обрабатывающей промышленности - 3,3, электроэнергии, водоснабжении - 6,0, строительстве – 2,8, оптовой и розничной торговле 4,4 и других сферах 0,7%.

Распределяя работающих детей по статусу, она уточнила, что 4.1% из них наёмные работники, 3% - заняты индивидуальной работой, 5% - заняты в производственных кооперативах, а 75,5% - неоплачиваемых работников в семье. По месту работы 65,5% заняты домохозяйством, 22% в фермерских хозяйствах, остальные в чужих домах, сфере торговли, обслуживании.

Однако, как выяснилось в ходе дискуссии организаторов и участников тренинга, любая детская работа по дому, помощь по хозяйству, в том числе привлечение детей к сбору урожая, на строительстве собственных домов и т.д. согласно международным актам тоже входят в категорию детского труда.

Было также отмечено, что около половины работающих детей заняты в опасных или неблагоприятных для здоровья условиях, в результате чего ребенок может погибнуть или получить увечья (часто необратимые) или заболевьть.

В ходе тренинга, также были выслушаны и обсуждены вопросы защиты прав работающих детей мигрантов, система мониторинга детского труда в ГБАО, в частности города Хорог и Шугнанского района, и целях Всемирного дня борьбы с детским трудом, отмечаемого сегодня, 12 августа.

Организаторы и участники тренинга, с использованием интерактивных методов, ознакомились и обсудили вопросы о роли работодателей фермерских хозяйств области в искоренении детского труда и в имплементации Национального Плана по искоренению НФДТ в Республике Таджикистан на 2015-2020 гг.
Также были обсуждены вопросы оценки рисков и опасностей, которым подвергаются работающие дети в сельском хозяйстве, как бизнес может быть причастен к детскому труду, интеграция мер в цепочке поставок в сельском хозяйстве ГБАО для искоренения детского труда, а также система мониторинга детского труда и работодателей фермерских хозяйств, как механизм для выявления детского труда, его искоренения и отслеживание результатов.

Тренинг был организован МОТ, в сотрудничестве с Министерством труда и занятости населения и Союзом работодателей Республики Таджикистана.

***************
Cotton pickers in Bokhtar district of Khatlon province complained to their representative in the parliament for being not paid in-time.
Сборщики хлопка из Бохтара пожаловались депутату на неоплату своего труда
Депутат нижней палаты парламента Таджикистана Тохир Джобирзода сегодня в рамках встреч с электоратом побывал на хлопковых полях района Бохтар Хатлонской области и провел беседу со сборщиками хлопка.
Сборщики хлопка пожаловались народному избраннику, что своевременно не получают плату за свой труд. «На сегодняшний день нам обещают выплатить по 40 дирамов за каждый собранный килограмм хлопка-сырца, - рассказали дехкане. - Перед началом уборочной кампании нам объявили, что плату за свой труд мы будем получать ежедневно, после завершения рабочего дня. Но данное обещание не часто выполняется. Кроме того, необходимо пересмотреть в сторону увеличения размер оплаты за каждый собранный килограмм сырца».
Хлопкоробов интересовали вопросы, связанные с оказанием им бесплатной медицинской помощи, а также с образованием и социальной защитой.
Депутат пообещал, что все пожелания дехкан будут переданы правительству страны, профильным министерствам и ведомствам республики.
Отметим, что согласно прогнозам Минсельхоза Таджикистана, до конца года в стране планируется собрать 368 тыс. тонн хлопка.
В этом году хлопком было засеяно более 162,5 тыс. гектаров: свыше 155,5 тыс. га в Хатлоне, около 44,2 тыс. га – в Согде и более 2,8 тыс. га – в районах республиканского подчинения.
Напомним, в прошлом году в Таджикистане хлопчатник был засеян на площади около 160 тыс. гектаров. По итогам года планировалось собрать с этой площади около 390 тыс. тонн. Однако таджикским хлопкоробам удалось собрать всего чуть более 270 тыс. тонн урожая, что на 99 тыс. тонн меньше показателя 2014 года.
Хлопок является вторым экспортным товаром Таджикистана после алюминия.
Head of the Committee of Women and Family Affairs informed that the number of brothels in Tajikistan is decreased, but the number of sex workers is increased. Ms Qosimzoda in her press conference said, in 2015 some 157 brothels were found, while this number was 120 in 2014. She also said, the number of revealed sex workers in 2015 was 2,066 which is higher for 414 persons in comparison to 2014.


Khujand court in north of Tajikistan sentenced six women for ten days of administrative jail for prostitution; one more sex worker was obliged to pay 400TSJ fine.
Ҳабси шаш зани муттаҳам ба танфурӯший
16.03.2016 09:12
Додгоҳи Хуҷанд шаш зани муттаҳам ба танфурӯширо ба дах рўз ҳабси маъмурӣ маҳкум карда, як зании дигарро “барои амалхои бадахлоқонааш” ба пардохти 400 сомонӣ чарима муваззаф намудааст. Манобеи додгоҳ гуфтанд, ки ин занон аз 23 то 40 сол дошта, аз сўи маъмурони пулис дар яке аз маҳаллаҳои маркази вилояти Суғд дастгир шудаанда.
Мақомоти Тоҷикистон дар солҳои охир аз афзоиши танфурӯшӣ бонги изтироб мезананд ва Вазорати корҳои дохилии Тоҷикистон соли 2014 барои муайян ва боздошти ин гурўҳо занону духтарон амалиёти густурдае анчом дод. Дар пай дохтарон додгоҳ дар танҳо се рўзи рейди милиса ва танҳо дар пойтахт беш аз 500 танфурӯш дастгир шуданд, ки гуфта мешуд, 450 тани онҳо ба бемориҳои муҳталифи зӯҳравӣ гирифторанд.
Дар идомаи ин иқдом парлумони Тоҷикистон ҳам ҷазои танфурӯширо шаддитар ва барои онҳо аз 10 то 15 рўз ҳабси маъмурӣ пешбинӣ кард. Пештар занони танфурӯш баъд аз боздошт маъмулан бо чарима халос мекўрданд.

***************
The article says income of sex workers in Tajikistan is decreasing due to decrease in clientele.

The article says income of sex workers in Tajikistan is decreasing due to decrease in clientele.
Ин ҳам дар ҳолест, ки то қунун кормандони тичорати фаҳшо бо супориданги 400 то 800 сомонӣ раҳо мешуданд. Зеро дар қонунгузории кишвар танфурӯшӣ на чиноят, балки қонуншикани маъмури ба ҳисоб меравад.

Дили одаткарда балои чон?

Асаран солҳурдагон як масалро ба забон мешавад: "Дили одаткарда балои чон". Имрӯз ба чон доштан ин акидада онҳо итмидан ҳосил кардем. Зеро ҳолати маротиба вақте ҳабару ғузоришиоти соҳонаҳои ичтимоиро аз назар мегузаронидам, ҳабари зерин ба чашмам афтод, ки тасдиққунандаи ин зарбулмасал аст.

-Бино ба итилио дафтари матбуоти ВКД, як сокини шаҳри Душанбе бари ду дафъа табдил додани хонааш ба фоҳишахона боздошт шудааст. Ин марди 26-сола бори аввал 16-уми ноябр соли равон хонаи истикоматиашро ба фоҳишахона табдил дода, ба як марди 37 ба зани 24-сола барои алоқаи чинй шароит фароҳам оварда, аз онҳо 80 сомонӣ гирифтааст. Бори дуюм ў 18-уми ноябр такроран ин амалро содир намуда, аз шаҳрвандони мазкур бол 80 сомонӣ гирифтааст.

Ин собит мекунад, ки фоҳишагӣ "алафи гандадарав"-ест, ки илоҷи аз киш дур кардани он танҳо ва танҳо дасти сабз аст. Аммо дар мо ҳолатҳое мешавад, ки мо худамон боиси афзоиши ин гуна "алф" мешавем. Ба истилоҳ фоҳишагоро ба ин роҳ тела медиҳем.

-Қисми зиёди амали даст ба фоҳишагӣ задани занону душтарон аз оила маншав мегирад. Хосатан оилаҳо, ки дар онҳо хушунат ва моҷаро зиёданд. Дар ин гуна мухит, бешак, айби мардҳо ва нақши онҳо барои чунин роҳу кор водор кардани занҳо қалон аст. Зеро қисми зиёди бонувоне,ки ба мо мурочият мекунанд, ё ба хушунати психолоғи ва ё ба хушунати иқтисодий гирфтор шудаанд. Новобаста аз он, ки шахс ба кадом кор даст мезанад, пеш аз ҳама омилҳои психолоғӣ таъсири амир мерасонад.Чунки аввал фикр пайдо мешавад ва баъдан нақши амали он. Дар таҷриба кам ненстан занҳо, ки дар натиқа ба хушунати сакти психолоғӣ гирфтор шудан даст ба фоҳишагӣ задаанд. Сабаби дигар ин, ки фоҳишагӣ ба онҳо одат шудааст ва ин гурӯҳи роҳтумзадагон фикр мекунанд, ки роҳи баргашт барояшон вучуд надорад,-мегӯяд сарвари ТҶ МЗ "Гулрухсор" Сабоҳат Бобоҷонова.

Ҳозир пули назди ту рафтан надорам Ҳафтае қабл дар
ҳатсайри дохилишаҳрӣ будам. Дар курсийи паси ман ду чавонзане менишаст, ки ба қавли бархе “қӣ буданашон дар пешонияшон навиштагӣ” буд. Ноҳунҳо ранги баланддор, куртачаи кӯтоҳу аз зону андаки боло. Аввалй тақрибан 20-25 сола дошту дуюмй 30-35 сола.

Якумй ба дуюмй бо о ваози паст мегуфт: "Аз ҳамин кор чанд бор даст кашам гуфтам, аммо як-ду рўз тоқат кардаму халос. Бовар кун ҳеч нашудос, чӣ кор кунам намедонам. Ҳамин шаб Ш...-и падарсўхтаба телефон кунам, бекорба мана ҳақорат кард, ки “дигар зон нав гузор, ҳозир пул-мули пеши ту рафтанд нADORам. Гуфтам «адрЕста те ман ҳудам мерам». «Ҳозир гўшамба ягонтатон намефоред”,- гуфту таъри карда телефонаша қушт.

Дуюмй мегуфт:"Ҳозир ҳама номард шудагӣ. Шаб то сахар зон гузор менави чеъ зада хобата ҳаром мекунанд, ҳамин ки “свежиша” ёфт, ба к... як лагад мезанаду симкорташа нав мекунад. Шарм надоштага менави, ки агар бепул розӣ бошӣ, надат мерам. Шармандаи лаънати...Албатта ин таъсири ҳамон кризиси лаънатист. Ин қай тамом мешавад дуғона?""

Ин чо саволе ба сарам зад: мард шарманда бошад ё ҳозир?

Занҳо ба се марде, ки дар шинакҳои охири ҳатсайр менишастанд, бо ҳар гуна нигоҳу ишораҳои “соҳаи худашон” мекарданд. Аммо аз афташ кризис ба онхо ҳам ҳучум карда буд, ки пинаки онҳо вайрён намешуд.

Ман дар назди универсаг-маркази шаҳри Хуҷанд аз маршутка фаромадам. Оғози накл ва атрофи “дили одаткарда”-и онҳо мекарданд, вале бокимондаи суханоашонро ношунида мондам. Ин гапгурандозӣ нест, балки ҳозир, ҳозир накл, ҳозир гуна маслиҳат набуд...Аммо онҳо истихола намекарданд.

Аксаран мегўянд, ки дар хусуси кадом мавзў, ки навис. ба ҳозир камшаваи тамошли зиёдшаваи пайдо мекунад. Чи худкушӣ, чи фоҳишагӣ, чи чинояткорӣ ва боз чиҳои дигар, ки агарчӣ мавзўи нав нест, вале мавзўи рўз ва доф аст...
Annex III. Definition of additional relevant terms

Below some key terms, which have surfaced during the interviews, are being defined. It is hoped, this will help clarify and put these phenomena into a rights based context, which in turn, will help to develop effective preventive, protective and justice responses to Trafficking in Persons.

A. Sex work

The term ‘sex work’ is used to mean the exchange of sexual services (involving sexual acts) between consenting adults for some form of remuneration, with the terms agreed between the seller and the buyer. Thus, ‘sex work’ describes situations where adults who are engaging in commercial sex have consented to do so. Where consent is absent for reasons including the threat or use of force, deception, fraud, and abuse of power or involvement of a child, such activity should be treated as a rights violation and criminal offence.

‘The terms 'sex work' and 'sex worker' have been coined by sex workers themselves to redefine commercial sex, not as the social or psychological characteristic of a class of women, but as an income-generating activity or form of employment.’

Sex work’ is conceived as a nonstigmatizing term, without the negative connotations of the word ‘prostitute’ and a term that conveys the notion of those in sex work as rights holders.

In its Note on Sex Work, Sexual Exploitation and Trafficking UN Women recognizes ‘the rights of sex workers by striving to ensure safety in and through the workplace, so that they can be free from exploitation, violence and coercion’ and highlights that ‘where any form of coercion, violence and exploitation is involved in sex work, this should be subject to criminal law. Sex workers should be able to bring cases such as exploitation, coercion and violence to the police, and be provided with protection and redress’.

B. Undocumented work

Undocumented work means work without having official documentation required to enter, live or work in a country (visa, residence title, work permit, employment registration). This includes cases where employers on purpose do not officially register or pay social security costs for workers. The term has been mainly used in the context of migrant workers.

---


Undocumented work usually is poorly paid, insecure and dangerous. Social and legal discrimination of undocumented workers makes them susceptible to blackmail and easily exploitable. Undocumented workers have, however, rights. Social insurance laws, labor laws, minimum salaries and health and safety regulations protect all workers. Employers and businesses, which violate these standards and workers’ rights, undermine the labor market and should be held responsible administratively and criminally. Undocumented workers should be assisted in claiming their rights, including the payment of salaries and access to justice in cases of violence, exploitation and discrimination.

C. Forced Marriage

International law prescribes that marriage shall only be entered into with the free and full consent of both spouses. Forced marriage is a marriage in which one or more of the parties is married without his or her consent or against his or her will. Forced marriages often also involve forms of domestic servitude and can be seen as form of slavery and/or Trafficking in Persons. Some countries also have introduced a separate criminal offence of Forced Marriage.

A forced marriage differs from an arranged marriage, in which both parties consent to the assistance of their parents or a third party (such as a matchmaker) in choosing a spouse. There is often a continuum of coercion used to compel a marriage, ranging from outright physical violence to subtle psychological pressure.

In arranged marriages the families of both spouses take a leading role in choosing the marriage partner, but the choice of whether or not to accept the arrangement remains with the prospective spouses. In forced marriage, there is no choice – one or both spouses do not consent to the marriage or their consent is extracted under duress. Duress can include physical, psychological, financial, sexual and emotional pressure.

---

36 See Universal Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1948) UN Doc A/810 91, art 16(2); International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (16 December 1966) 999 UNTS 191, art 23(3); Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages (10 December 1962) 521 UNTS 231, art 1; Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (18 December 1979) 1249 UNTS 13, art 16(1)(b). Tajikistan acceded to the the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women on 26 October 1993. Also, the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, 226 U.N.T.S. 3, entered into force April 30, 1957 prohibits amongst others any institution or practice whereby “a woman, without the right to refuse, is promised or given in marriage on payment of a consideration in money or in kind to her parents, guardian, family, or any other person or group”. As David Weissbrod highlights: “It is not the payment which is an abuse but its occurrence in a forced or non-consensual marriage”. See UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Abolishing Slavery and it’s Contemporary Forms, New York/Geneva, 2002, pp. 35.

D. Domestic servitude

The term domestic servitude has been mainly been used in the context of migrant workers, but also national workers, spouses and other relatives can become victims of domestic servitude. Domestic servitude can be related to paid work, as in the case of domestic workers, or unpaid work when it is done by family members and/or relatives in their homes: 39

‘It is the conditions under which the domestic work is done, be it paid or unpaid, that can make it comparable to domestic servitude.’ 40

Domestic work to a large extent takes place out of sight, in private households. This makes it more difficult to reach out to those exploited in domestic work and more difficult for a person subjected to domestic servitude to escape it and be assisted. Domestic work includes a range of tasks in private homes including: cooking, cleaning, laundry, taking care of children and the elderly, running errands, field work. The pay is often very low, with wage payments frequently delayed. Some domestic workers may not be paid at all or only receive ‘payment in kind’ such as food or accommodation. Below some of the indicators that point towards servitude in the context of (paid or unpaid) domestic work: excessive working hours, movements or contact with the outside and family is controlled, subjected to violence, threats, humiliation, no or no access to identity documents, forced to work with no choice to reject a task or say no to more work, no or inadequate time for rest and sleep, no or nearly nonedays off, no access or inadequate adequate food or medical care, no or inadequate salary (in the case of paid domestic work), strong economic and/or social dependence. 41


39 See for example, The Guardian, Briton who made wife like slave is first to be jailed for domestic servitude, 1 April 2016.
